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READ IT ACROSS THE FOOTLIGHTS!
Our badges will certainly qualify, as they can be read with
ease across the square.
• White engraved letters on black or colored
indestructible plastic with safety clasp.
Name and Town or Club
Name only

65c ea.
60c ea.

(Plus 4% sales tax
on California orders)

Write for details on specially designed badges, prices, samples

BLUE ENGRAVERS
315 SEVENTH STREET, SAN PEDRO, CALIFORNIA

SQUARE DANCE QUOTES FROM THE PRESS
(Asheville, N.C., Citizen, August 30, 1959)
. "Callers, some of them, travel almost
around the world. None of them as dancers
seem to weary of participating, or even to get
a sufficiency of today's highly popular pastime.
"Yet they come from the ranks of the nation's educational leaders, every type of civic
business, bankers, Chamber of Commerce
executives, lawyers, doctors, engineers, every
professional field, Army, Navy, Air Force,

farmers, and for a fact, a few from the rank of
the immensely wealthy and retired to register
by name and then write an 'X' for occupation.
Maybe that stands for square dancing . . .
"Square dancers are busy people, but once
they become absorbed in the dance, it's just as
if each individual heart and mind had suddenly felt the removal of everything in the
world but the spirit of the dance. If you don't
believe it, come and see."

JOE LEWIS'S FIRST LONG PLAYING ALBUM

d

oe Lewis ailed
Long Playing 3301

Here's a choice selection of dances called in Joe's
well-known style that you really love. Joe is a
perfectionist and each dance has something special to add to your enjoyment of square dancing.

,,,k,i*MtAmtv644:411,10.w4.

Here are the dances:

• Smile Darn You Smile
• Cotton Candy
• Silver Dollar
• Second Fling

• Arkanvary
• Lock My Heart
• Rockin' the Polka
• Air Hammer
• Half Squared Twice and Trestle

Two additional records are being released on J Bar L
• Something extra
and the other record is instrumental
One is with calls by Joe Lewis
J Bar L #4128 SILVER DOLLAR
J Bar L #4121 SILVER DOLLAR
(Singing Call)
(Singing Call)
8th of JANUARY
WELL NOW FLOTSAM
(Hoedown)
(Patter Call)
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NEWCOM B

the finest in hi-fi for
professional callers
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TREMENDOUS COVERAGE
WITH HIGH QUALITY SOUND
New General
Electric magnetic
cartridge —
40 watt amplifier
high fidelity
reproduction —
two 2-way 50 watt
speaker systems
Price: $244.00 cash
Terms: $82.00 down, and
$1485
per mo.
for 12 mos.

TR 1640-M-HF-2

PAY AS YOU EARN

FOR EcoNomy

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •4

Price: $139.50

LOW IN PRICE
HIGH IN EFFICIENCY
COMPACT

Terms: $46.50 down
$850
per mo.
for 12 mos.

25 Watt Ceramic P.A. System
Successor to the popular Newcomb TR-16
25 Watt amplifier matched with dual 12"
30 watt speaker —
matching accessory speakers available
TR 1625
All orders F.O.B. Los Angeles

Olympia 2-0634

Californians: Add 4% sales tax

BOX 48547

LOS ANGELES 48, CALIFORNIA
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HAVE YOU TRIED

From

THESE?

The Floor

a

#556—I'VE GOT BELLS ON MY HEART
#557—EVERYWHERE YOU GO
#558—HEART OF GOLD
#559—NEW PLAID AND CALICO
#561—MIGHTY NICE
#562—BAMBINA MINE

Called by Mike Michele
Music by The Four Notes
Available in 78 and 45 Speed at your Dealer Now $1.45
Send 4c stamp for Complete 1.;sting

WESTERN JUBILEE RECORDS
708 East Weldon • Phoenix, Arizona

THE BLUE BOOK OF ROUNDS
Step by step directions for 70 dances of the 1948-'52 era
— some easy — some advanced
WALTZES • TWO-STEPS ■
TANGOS • POLKAS
SCHOTTISCHES • SAUNTERS • MIXERS

• • •

EASY CUES FOR BALLROOM DANCES
20 step patterns for EACH dance
TANGO • RUMBA • SAMBA • MAMBO
WALTZ • FOX TROT • SWING
Many of these steps used in Round Dances
$2.00 per copy for either book, post paid

MEL DAY DANCE STUDIOS
3640 State Street
Boise, Idaho
Write for free brochure for Dance Vacations
in Estes Park, Yellowstone Park and Blue Ridge Mt'ns.
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("From The Floor" is the Square dancer's opportunity
to take "pot shots" at "Sets in Order" or the Square
Dancing picture in general. Send your comments to the
Editor, "Sets in Order," giving full name and address.
Unsigned letters will be disregarded.)

Dear Editor:
. . . I heartily agree . . . that kindness and patience are two essential things for every square
dancer. To me the most important thing gained
from this wonderful activity is the many friends
that you have the opportunity of making . . . I
have always felt that if you go to a square
dance to have a good time, you will have a
good time. The caller helps, there is no doubt,
but the people are most important . . . As for
the dance level, I have always felt that the
more a person participates in club and goes to
dances, the better dancer he will become . . .
Bill Dodd
Wanamassa, N. J.
Dear Editor:
. We both think that square dancing keeps
one young . . . As for me, I have yet to ever become tired when square dancing and in fact
feel like a young girl of 18 when I am dancing!
Mrs. Albert L. Chaney
Glendale, Calif.
Dear Editor:
. My magazine gets a little "dog-eared"
after going through our club. Everyone is inquiring about it all the time. The last month is
usually still circulating when the new issue
comes in . . . The magazine is one of the best
magazines I have seen on square dancing and
it should be in every square dancer's hands
each month . . .
Roger A. Mentink, Davis, Calif.
Thank you. Editor.
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SQUARE DANCER, 716 Kansas Ave., Topeka, Kan.

Dear Editor:
. . . We call ourselves the Bataan Twirlers
because we are all stationed at Cubi Pt. and
Subic Bay . . located on the Bataan Peninsula
about 80 miles from Manila here in the Philippines so you can see that we are far removed
from any other clubs.
Our group has only been dancing since April,
1959, but we have already graduated one class

(Continued on page 42)
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ACH TIME our monthly letter from Terry
' Golden arrives bringing with it our regular installment of Americana, we stop
what we're doing and for all too brief a time
lapse off into the realm of American folklore
as Terry so aptly handles it. This month we
were particularly pleased because, in addition
to the graphic story behind "The Siree Peaks"
( page II), Terry tells us in that droll and rolling style of his that he's just settled down (for
the time being at least) in Colorado Springs.
While looking for a ranch that he and Suzie
could buy he somehow got side-tracked and is
now the proud owner of, among other things,
a service station, cafe
and (this is the part
that stopped us) a stockcar race track. Knowing
the bearded one as we
do nothing should surprise us but somehow a
stock-car race track just
doesn't fit into the picture.
Perhaps you know
Terry
Terry. If you don't you
should. Our first encounter was over ten years
ago at the Cheyenne Mountain School in the
Broadmoor district of Colorado Springs. Terry
was the bearded one — extremely gifted at
American folk songs and their stories — but
what astonished us even more was his uncanny
gift at patter. Back in those days people didn't
seem to be in such an all-out-hurry to get
through a square and the Golden-boy was, for
our money, just about tops in creating the most
unusual laugh-provoking, downright nonsensical bits of patter.
We might be starting out on some Texas Do
Si Do that would continue indefinitely and
Terry would begin unreeling Burma Shave
jingles until you were ready to drop from a
combination of dancing fatigue and laughter.
SETS in ORDER, MARCH, '60

No Right and Left Grand would be complete
without a double-elbow all the way around the
set so that Terry could work in some bit like:
"A Waterbury watch with a winding key —
Granny got stung by a goggle-eyed bee — The
thing that's strange about this you see — Was
>7
that the bee stung granny instead of me.
There were so many of these little tastes of
nonsense tucked away in Terry's memory that
he'd have no trouble carrying through an entire
evening without repeating a single verse.
Terry's folk singing has been taking him and
Suzie into many cities across the country during these past several years and, once they
saw him, folks would always remember the
tall, thin, bearded man with tight fitting, gay,
plaid trousers, the too-snug jacket, field shoes
and blue-denim fatigue hat that slouched down
over most of his face making a perfect companion-piece to his luxuriant growth of beard.
One year when he was on the staff at Asilomar and it was the afternoon for taking the
group picture, no one could locate Terry. So
we went ahead and shot the picture without
him. At least we thought it was without him.
When the prints were finally developed there,
at the top of the sand dune upon which we
were all posing, was our minstrel-man, Terry
Golden, square dance caller, folk singer, etc.,
wearing field shoes and fatigue hat and bathing
trunks, looking for all the world to see like
some surviving member of a pioneer desert
trek or perhaps even more like some Peter-theHermit type who had just strolled in to pay our
dancers a visit.
Terry has always had a beard. Rumor has it
that he was born bearded. Folks said that if
ever it were shaved off there just wouldn't be
any face behind it. Terry was probably as
curious about this as anyone so while he was
living in Riverside quite a few years ago he
decided to have the growth shaved off without
telling anyone, He wanted to see how long he
could go. undiscovered, disguised with a cleanshaven face. As we remember the story Terry

It's Des Moines, Iowa, June 9, 10, 11, 1960
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had just finished tipping the barber and had
walked out onto the sidewalk when one of his
dancers happened by. He looked at him, said,
"Hi, Terry, what's new?" and walked on .. .
Within a very few months the beard was back,
just as full and lovely as ever.
Doubtless a person as striking as our Golden
friend is bound to have an influence on a great
number of individuals. Here are just a few.

Editor
Osgood

Pres. 5th NtI.
S.D. Cony. Dixon

Artist
Jones

There's no telling where all of this may lead.
Here with the aid of Sets in Order's staff artist,
Frank Grundeen, is what you might expect if
this trend goes any further:

Lewis

Jonesy

Kronenberger

Our American Heritage
HANKS to a dedicated number of individuals such as Terry Golden, Sam Hinton,
Burl Ives, and others, whose personal appearances, books and records have created much
interest in American folk singing, the wealth
of this nation's folksongs seems secure. A recent series in Life Magazine featured a few of
the hundreds of American folk tales that are
being uncovered and preserved for future
generations. Many more are told in hundreds
of books and even on television and in the
movies.
That's fine for a part of our folk heritage,
but what of the American folk dances? Certainly in America the dance has been very
much in evidence as the nation grew, spread

T
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Westward and moved from the ox-driven Conestoga to the many-horsepowered gas buggy of
today. But what do we know about our dance?
If the contemporary squares and rounds are
to be our measuring stick we know very little
indeed. Our current trend of dancing represents the activity for perhaps only the past
twenty or twenty-five years. What of the dances
that went before? Some, of course, are in books.
Occasionally we hear of others from the oldtimers, but except in rare instances tradition is
disappearing.
At one time Henry Ford reportedly spent upwards of a million dollars to further the research on early American dancing. The Shaws
for so many years collected and preserved in
dancing the forms and customs of other years.
Individuals like Ralph Page, Ralph Tefferteller,
and others have kept certain of these dance
types alive but in one way all of this seems too
much like a last ditch stand. One day perhaps
our country may be fortunate enough to have
a National Dance Conservatory such as you'll
find in quite a few of the European nations.
The purpose, of course, would be to keep the
dance alive as it originated and developed with
the country's history and growth.
Until there is such a group we feel that the
great hope rests in small American research
groups scattered across the country. We know
of a few such groups and we are enjoying one
of our own. Material, of course, has to be researched and some of the dance forms are so
different from what we do today that we almost need a completely new vocabulary, but
sincerely the rewards are more than ample.
There is such a pleasure in doing a Lancers,
in "discovering" a quadrille, working out a
playparty and then forming up for a Contra or
two. If you're looking for challenge you'll find
it here in unrationed helpings. If you came
into square dancing because you love to dance
you'll find a brand new and thrilling experience
in a change-of-pace through the myriad of patterns that exist. But, most of all, if you tackle
something of this sort with enthusiasm and
with patience, in addition to the personal satisfaction that will be yours, you will be contributing to the preservation of a valued portion of
the American folk picture. And please, if you
do start such a group or are a part of one now
in existence, let us know so that we may keep
track of you.
SETS in ORDER, MARCH, '60

Tid Bits

T

RY a "sack social" someday. It's just like a
box-lunch social only not quite as fancy . . .
Before too long wires connecting a caller and
his microphone to the P.A. system may be a
thing of the past. Wireless mikes which have
been in use by the larger broadcasting studios
for quite some time have been just too delicate
and too expensive for average use. Now, however, several electronics manufacturers are getting ready to market sturdy, low cost sets that
can be operated without a license and with
sufficient quality to make them practical for
callers and particularly for teachers who work
from the floor. We fully expect that one of
these days P.A. systems will come equipped
with just such a gadget . . . Square dance trips
to Hawaii have just about tripled over the last
year. One scheduled airline is attempting to
get an OK on a $160 round-trip (from Pacific
Coast cities) by Jet. This may some day open
the possibility for a National Square Dance
Convention in our newest State .. . Charley
Thomas, writing in American Squares, a publication he edited for a good number of years,
said a mouthful when he wrote: "I've seen
numbers of square dance groups fall apart
because they had nothing to hold them together
except square dancing." This is a good one to
think over . . . Recent mail has brought quite a
number of requests for ( 1 ) tips on how to
make a business meeting interesting, (2) how
to start a new club. What would you like?

Square Dance Kinfolk

nVER

the last several years a number of
kJ square dance clubs we know of have
started what we feel is a very worth-while
project. They've adopted another square dance
club, similar in size and other characteristics,
and started a sort of round-robin exchange of
greetings using letters, postcards and even occasional tape recordings to learn more about
their dancin' "cousins."
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One group has a "sister-club" in HawaiE
with whom they exchange anniversary greetings and ideas across the Pacific. An other has
established a warm friendship with a club in
England. Not all square dance family tie;
cover such distances however. Two clubs, just
two or three hundred miles apart, make
wonderful relationship and actual visits by the
entire membership of one club to the other are
very possible and profitable.
Another ambitious square dance group has
set out to locate all clubs that bear the same
name (of Calico and jeans). Its idea is to
establish a regular family feeling which maione day encourage visits from one group to the
other.

The Caller and The Club
IF YOU'VE been dancing for several year;
you'll remember back to the time before
multiple callers when each club was associated
with just one caller and, partly because of this,
every club had its own collective personality.
The fun folks had in those days was to visit
another club, to listen and dance to their caller
and to take part in the special brand of fun
that seemed to be the hallmark of that particular group. Today, in some areas, clubs have
changed the program around a bit by rotating
callers or having a different caller each time
they meet. By doing this they, of course, allow
their members to enjoy each of the different
callers but it has, on the other hand, done a
great deal to cut down one of the prime reasons for visiting. "Why should we travel at
the way over to dance with the Whoops'n
Doops when we'll be having their caller with
us next week?" We dislike seeing this custom
disappear from the square dance scene and
we can't help but feel that by adapting a multiple-caller policy many groups are closing the
door to the friendly custom of visiting and
being visited.

Send in your National Registration TODAY!
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Caller Ralph Hay and his wife Veve, now stationed in Ramstein,
Germany, pose for us in the stately ballroom of a Paris hotel
during a recent square dance jamboree there, for which Ralph
acted as M.C. Photo by Riss-Photo

"Promenade Fido and look them
over; Look out gang, here comes
Rover" was appropriate patter
for the square dance pictured
here. Obedience-trained pooches,
used to obeying verbal and
leash controlled commands from
their masters, performed ❑ squarc
dance for the youngsters of the
Children's Orthopedic Hospital
in Seattle, Washington, with
Jerry Wallace calling.

A goodly crew? Yes, indeed. These are some of the 92 couples who completed a course of 14 lessons in
round dances for square dancers, one of three similar classes sponsored simultaneously by the Long Beach
Photo by Jasper Nutter
(Calif.) Recreation Dept. Frank and Carolyn Hamilton are the instructors.

VOX SA LTA TOR
THE SQUARE DANCER
ON GETTING THE DANCERS TOGETHER
By Vie Willson — Garden City, Kansas

M

ANY articles have been written on the subject of how to get the dancers "of different levels" together without the friction that almost every club suffers. One of
the top leaders in the square dance field says, "Start beginner clubs." This is fine and
will keep the different levels separated for quite a while. BUT, what are you going to
do when a club asks you to train some beginners for them? Are you going to say,
"Well, you get them and I'll teach them but they will have to form a club of their own
and dance together for a couple or three years?"
Another leader says, "Let's adopt a number of basics in your club and just hire the
callers that will call those basics." This is also a fine idea, BUT most of the regular
dancers in the clubs that are having trouble would try to square dance to Winston
Churchill reciting, "Dangerous Dan McGrew" in the middle of Times Square, if they
had a little hoedown music to accompany him. Trying to convince them that they
shouldn't dance all the "new basics" is impossible. They think they like them, whether
the "new basics" are danceable or not, and maybe they do. Still another leader says,
"Give them 25 or 30 lessons" but we know that that still isn't enough.
I am not a recognized leader in the square dance field and probably will never be
one. I'm just a dancer who likes to go to a dance and have a good time. I'm just a caller
who likes to see a full house at every dance. I like to see new dancers coming in to
clubs and enjoying themselves, being able to dance without difficulty and integrating
with experienced dancers without having to suffer the consequences that they are today.
Most of our trouble is in integrating the beginners with experienced dancers. Now,
let's try to think of a solution, or at least a logical way to start improving the situation.
First, to return to the leader who says, "Set up beginner clubs." Let's start the classes
as a club within a club. Don't set any particular time limit on the number of lessons that
will be given. Don't expect the beginners to be competent dancers in ten lessons and
then be happy to run over to your club, plunk down their membership fee and enjoy
having you frown at them when they make a mistake.
Now let's take the advice of the leader who says, "Set up a list of so many basics and
stick by them." We know that it will take a long time to learn the fundamental basic
figures and dance them competently. We don't have to worry about these new so-called
"basics," as the experienced dancers have to walk them at a dance, too. The beginners
will be able to walk them at every dance the same as the other dancers. just introduce
them at first to the Old Standards; the rest will come later.
Then there's the leader who says, "Give them 25 or 30 lessons." Yes, let's do this but
put no specific number on the lessons to be given. After they have learned the basics
and can dance them pretty well we will then be ready to get them in the club. just how
are we going to do this? Here is where we start the integration process.
(Rotate to the next page, please)
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Don't wait — Sign up for Des Moines NOW!
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This is what I have to suggest: LET US INTEGRATE WITH THEM. Don't expect
them to come over to your club and accept your new callers and dances. Let's go over
to them and dance with them. We can still enjoy Alabama Jubilee, Kansas City My
Home Town and like dances, if we will just let ourselves do so. If we visit the new
dancers we will soon find them coming out to dance with its and after awhile we can
make a merger, with most of the people happy. We would never be able to please all
of them but we can try to please the majority. We have been trying to please the
minority — which is ourselves — and it hasn't worked.
Remember — after due preparation, don't force the beginners to come to you; go
out and have a ball with them. It's worth the good old college try.

ON SQUARE DANCE CONVENTIONS
By Allen Hatfield — Elkhart, Indiana
UR attitude is firm in the belief that annual conventions are here to stay — for the
teacher and the dancer. One without the other is like apple pie without the apples.
Even with a yearly convention, many square dancers will make conventions only on an
average of every three or four years due to geographical distribution. We believe that
conventions should be spotted in alternate parts of the country for accessibility by the
greatest number of teachers, dancers and leaders through the entire United States. We
are also aware that other considerations will preclude the fulfillment of any ideal plan
but with everyone doing the best job of which he is capable, we know that each convention will help to enlarge the square dance movement.
One of the greatest values of the convention, to me, is the opportunity to personally
acquaint myself with the personal appearance of the "greats" of square dancing, learning what they have to offer and how they are accepted by the dancers. In this way I
can return home with a firm basis of understanding on what and who to bring to the
local level for the enjoyment of all area dancers.
I am only one local man — a dancer, not a caller; a record dealer; a small publisher
who reaches 125 local callers within a 90-mile radius and about 2000 dancers. We feel
that our newsletter does influence the area and we do whatever we can to help square
dancing in any possible way.
We have been most concerned about the festival type dances which frequently are
not allowing merchandising. As a dealer we do not display nor do we plan to do so.
However, as dancers we look forward to every festival and convention for the opportunity to supplement our wardrobes through purchases that we have no opportunity to
make here in the local area. I am opposed to dealers not being allowed to offer their
merchandise for sale to the dancers. To us this is not commercialism but rather the
extension of a very important part of square dancing, that of apparel and accessories.
Dressing for the square dance cannot be over-rated since it helps us to feel so much a
part of the recreation we love so completely.

(J

ON NEW DANCERS LEARNING TO DANCE
By Ken Temple — Bozeman, Montana

A

RE the newer square dancers today really learning to dance? They are obviously
learning a great many square dance figures. A beginner today picks up more basics
in his ten-weeks' course than I learned in my first ten years of square dancing. But can
he dance?
On several occasions this sort of thing has happened. Take a group of square dancers
and throw some old figure at them that is new to them because it isn't done much any
12
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more but can be demonstrated in half a minute or so. Do they dance it or do they plod
through the action? Of course they keep up with the caller. However, it's the old simple
figures which show up the dancers' sense of rhythm or their lack of it in a way that
complicated patterns done to a good patter caller or to a singing call do not.
How is it that people can go through a beginner, an intermediate and maybe an
advanced class without developing a sense of timing? We used to talk about "crutch
dancers," usually meaning women who depended on their partners to keep them with
the call. Modern patterns that separate partners and make the women work alone at
times have changed this. Maybe we now have "crutch dancers" meaning that most of
those in the square are completely dependent on the caller for the timing.
In my experience the best sense of timing is shown by eastern groups doing traditional dances; they seem to have built-in metronomes. It would be natural to suppose
that prompt calling would develop a sense of timing in the dancers more quickly than
patter calling. However, this cannot be all of the story.
As one leaves the east coast and starts westward there is a zone in which traditional
calling can scarcely be told from western patter calling and in which the dancers still
have this perfect sense of timing. I have seen dancers in West Virginia stop in confusion
while doing a right hand star because a visiting caller had let them take four steps without giving them a new call. Their own caller was perfectly adapted to this timing, yet
his calling did not sound like prompting but rather like patter calling of the western
variety. Granted that western dancing is more free and easy, still timing is the essential
of all dancing.
Is there a possibility that the interest of new dancers is kept so focused on learning
basics (meaning actions, of course, and not timing) , that this is all they learn? Perhaps
a person can enjoy learning new figures and the ability to follow a complicated call, or
enjoy the fine music of the modern singing calls, without ever really learning to dance.
After twenty-odd years of square dancing I still enjoy them all, old and new. Dancing
is fun as dancing, in itself. A person who really likes to dance should enjoy any kind of
square dance that is smooth and satisfying, regardless of the difficulty or simplicity of
the figure, provided there is reasonable variety during the evening.
Are we missing something here — or is this a solitary observation that no one else
agrees with? I'd like to know.

ON CLUB PROBLEMS
By Pop Schroeder — Sweetwater, Nebraska

W

E WISH we could get more folks interested in dancing here in Central Nebraska.
So many of our clubs have quit. The excuses for quitting are quite varied and it
makes me wonder if perhaps we have allowed ourselves to get a little obsolete in our
thinking about how to run our clubs.
The communities that are fortunate enough to have good teachers who are willing to
donate their time and talent for teaching fundamentals to the people that want to learn
have strong clubs. A big problem here now is that the ones who do teach have not kept
up with events and are still trying to teach the old-fashioned way they think it should
be taught and meeting with little success.
Teachers of dancing should attend other dances and try to pattern their methods
along the line of clubs that are being managed successfully. I believe this would help.
We Americans are more and more allowing ourselves to be influenced by the folks
we like and in my estimation we too often elect folks that we like very much to run
our clubs. They sometimes become so concerned about running the clubs to please
everybody that they end up with just a few squares and really pleasing nobody.
SETS in ORDER, MARCH, '60
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By Terry Golden — Colorado Springs, Colo.
HE SIREE PEAKS are generally assumed
to be the Sierra Peaks—the Sierra Nevadas,
separating California from Nevada. This assumption arises from the type of equipment,
and the methods of using it employed by the
cowpokes in this song. In the early days of the
West, when it was harder and slower to get
around, you could pretty well identify the area
a man was from by the kind of gear he sported.
If he rode a double-rig saddle, (two cinches),
and had his lariat tied fast to the saddle horn,
he was probably from the plains. If he rode a
saddle with a single cinch located about midway of the length of saddle, and carried a
braided rawhide lariat, not tied to the horn,
he was probably from the far west mountain
country. The terrain and vegetation, not just
whim, accounted pretty much for the differences. The men from the plains favored a
short rope, maybe 30 to 40 feet long, made of
the fiber of the Maguey plant— (ma-gay) . This
is a desert plant related not to cactus, but to
lillies, onions, and the famed Mexican Tequila
plant.
Well, the plains country men seemed to
want to get close to the steer. They had a short
rope, and they tied it fast to the horn. If they
caught him, they really had him, but if they
wanted out, it was rough to get loose. Apparently the mountain men didn't favor quite the
same spirit of togetherness. Not with cows anyway. They used a lariat up to 65 feet long, and
held the coils in their hand as the noose sailed
through the air. When it settled over the animal's head, they'd take a couple of quick didoes
around the horn with their end of the rope,
These little turns were called "dallies," from
the Spanish, dar la vuelta, literally, "to take the
turn." The dallies gave enough friction to hold
the steer, but if things got too rank, you could
let go. You'd lose your rope, but at least you
didn't have to go with it. The daily system had

T
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one conspicuous disadvantage: as you came
around the horn, if you weren't careful, you
might get a thumb caught in one of the loops,
and then about the time a thousand pounds of
beef hit the end of the rope and you with a
thumb in there, you might well reflect that the
life of the cowboy had been over-romanticized.
The heroes of our song are in a fair way to
get something besides their thumbs caught in
a rope. They're so full of the milk of human
kindness that they hate to see an unbranded
calf. They want to put their own brand on
him, and sort of give him a home, as it were.
This particular form of solicitousness was held
in rather poor regard in the western cattle
country of the early days. Still is, as far as that
goes. Well, no matter. The boys have had a
successful season, undisturbed by having their
rustling discovered, and they head for town
for an evening of richly deserved relaxation.
On the way home they start seeing things.

THE S1REE PEAKS
Oh, away up high in the Siree Peaks
Where the Yellow Pines grow tall,
Sandy Bob and Buster Jiggs
Had a round-up camp last fall.
They took their horses and branding irons
And maybe a dog or two,
And allowed they'd brand any long-eared calf
That came into their view.
Now, any old dogie that flopped long ears
And didn't push up by day,
Got his long ears whittled and his old hide
sizzled
In a most artistic way.
Well, one fine day says Sandy Bob
As he lays his Sego down,
I'm tired of Cow-ography
And allow I'm a-goin' to town.
So they saddles up and they hits a lope,
For it wasn't no slight of a ride,
And them was the days when a good cowpunch
Could oil up his insides.
SETS in ORDER, MARCH, '60
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They starts her in at the Kentucky Bar
At the head of Whisky Road,
And winds up down at the Depot House
Some forty drinks below.

So he punches a hole in his old Sego,
And he throws it straight and true,
And he laps it on the Devil's horns
And he takes his dallies, too.

They sets her up and turns her around
And goes her the other way;
To tell the honest to goodness truth,
Them boys got stewed that day!

Now Buster jiggs is your other man,
With his rawhide coiled up neat,
But he shakes it out, and he builds him a loop,
And he ropes the Devil's hind feet.

As they was on their way back to camp,
A-packin' a pretty good load,
Who should they meet but the Devil himself
Come a-prancin' down the road!

They tails him down and stretches him out
And while their irons was a-gettin' hot,
They crops and swallow-forks his ears,
And brands him up a lot.

Says he, "You ornery cowboy skunks,
You'd better hunt your holes,
For I've come up from down below
To gather in your souls."

They prunes him up with a de-hornin' saw,
And knots his tail for a joke,
And rides away, and leaves him there
Necked up to a Black-jack Oak.

Says Sandy Bob, "The Devil be durned!
We're a-feelin' pretty tight,
And you won't gather in any cowboy souls
Unless you're a-fixin' to fight."

Now, if you're ever up in the Siree Peaks
And you hear an awful wail,
You'll know it's the Devil a-bellerin' around
About the knots that's in his tail!

ON THE COVER

The lion and the lamb, symbols of the month of March,
get the square dance treatment by Sets in Order artist,
Frank Grundeen. With the advent of Spring and the disappearance of Winter the season for festivals and square
dance roundups is once again at hand.
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Some OLDER and TRADITIONAL

SQUARE DANCE MOVEMENTS
Used in Contemporary American Square Dancing
From hundreds of movements that have weathered the test of time these two dozen
possibly receive the widest use among square dance groups today. None of these
are independently descriptive and most, though simple, require some explanation
before using. For that reason few will be used among beginner groups. Many traditional figures were invented for just one dance and some were intended only as
exhibition numbers. You'll find some of both in this collection. Undoubtedly many
traditional figures are given frequent use in certain areas and are thereby kept
alive but they are not used widely enough to be considered of general value.

to
one couple who, when facing another couple,
separates (one going left and the other right)
and moves around that couple; then with partner splits through that same couple.
Around and Thru: Call is usually directed

Around that couple and swing at the wall
Through that couple and swing in the hall

Blunder (Triple Duck) : Square in a formation of "Forward Six — with the right hand
over and the left hand under" (two lines of
three facing and two lone dancers facing). The
two lines of three, normally each with two
ladies and one man between them, advances
to the center of the square. Men release ladies
on their left and thcp hook left elbows with
the other man to make a line of four. With the
lady on their right they raise joined hands in
an arch and as the line moves forward (counter-clockwise) the two lone ladies move clockwise under three arches. After moving around
% the arching ladies will be released to the
right hand side of one of the non-active men.
The ducking ladies will end up on the left side
of a non-active man after moving % around.
Men who had the ladies now return to home
alone and the other two men, now with a lady
on each arm, are ready to repeat the action.
Forward six and don't you blunder
Left elbow hook and the left lady under
It's a triple duck and you go like thunder
And form new lines of three

Knot (Single): Square in a "Forward
Six" formation (as explained above). The man
in the center of each line of three, retains the
hands of the ladies on either side of him. On
the command "Right lady over and the left
Bow
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lady under" he raises to an arch the joined

hands on his right and that lady moves 180°
counter-clockwise while the lady on his left,
retaining his hand-hold, moves clockwise 180°
ducking under the arch. At the completion the
man has right-face turned and the intact line
of three is now facing out. (Double) : Continuing the action just explained, the dancers
follow the call: "Now the left lady over and
the right lady under." With the hands joined,
the arch this time is made with the lady on
the left who moves forward (clockwise) 180°
and the lady on the right who ducks forward
(counter-clockwise) 180°. At the completion
of this the line of three is once again facing its
original direction.
Forward six and back you trot
Tie those girls in a double bow knot
With the right lady over and the left lady under
Now the left lady over and the right lady under

Daisy: Two persons standing sideby-side swing the lower part of their body to
gently hit that of their partner.
Bumps a

Clap your hands, slap your knees
Bumps a daisy if you please

Chain Thru the Star: From a left-hand star
made by two opposite couples ( the heads in
this example) , the ladies in the star move out
by giving a right hand to the side lady then a
left to the side man who turns her as in a regular Ladies Chain. The side lady with whom
she did the chain moves in toward the star and,
letting one man go by, joins the star with her
left hand and moves across to the opposite side
to repeat the same action. This continues until
the side ladies are home and the head ladies

Now is the time to plan your trip to Des Moines
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are in the star in front of their partners as in
the beginning.
First and third go forward and back
Now star by the right on the inside track
Now back by the left but not too far
The ladies chain thru the star
(patter to fill)
Chase the

Rabbit: (Type A) The man follows

his partner to the right around the outside of
the square for about eight steps. Then both
dancers reverse and for the second two lines of
the patter the lady chases the man back home.
( Type B) An active couple moves into the
square, turns its back on the center to face an
inactive couple as directed in the call. During
the first two lines of the call the active lady
takes the lead and is followed by her partner
as she moves between the inactive couple and
to the left around the lady. Once back in the
center the lady continues what would amount
to a figure eight movement or a tight clockwise
turn while her partner takes the lead. Then she
follows as he cuts between the same couple
and moves to the right around the man to
finally finish facing that same couple. This last
portion of the movement is set to the last part
of the call. (Type C) Two opposing couples
(heads) become active and follow the description for Type B working simultaneously with
the sides. In this case when the ladies do their
turn in the center they loop around each other.
Chase the rabbit, chase the squirrel
Chase that pretty girl 'round the world
Now chase the possum, chase the 'coon
Chase that pretty girl 'round the moon

Cowboy Loop: An active couple moves to the
right, circles with that couple, then the active
man releases with his left hand and leads the
line of four under the arch made by the raised
hands of the next couple. The couple making
the arch moves it forward and over the heads
of the moving couples. Once under the arch
the line is led clockwise and back toward the
center of the square as the arching couple turns
and moves arched hands back over the heads
and to place. Once again in the center the lead
man takes the line through the arch made by
the last couple in the line (Number Two). Going clockwise he pulls the dancers through so
that the man making the arch must right-face
turn under his own raised right arm. The four
then "accumulate" one couple and circle six.
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The action is repeated when the active man
"breaks" and leads the line of six under the
arched hands of the next couple.
First couple out to the couple on the right
Now circle up four in the center of the floor
Number three couple arch and thru go four
Turn right around and go back thru
Now tie the knot like the cowboys do

Cutaway (Cut Off) : The active couple goes
down the center of the square. If they split the
opposite couple then separate they have "Cutaway Six." If, however, they go down the center and separate just before reaching their
opposite couple, each thereby going around
one couple to return home, they have "Cutaway Four." If they separate and split their
corner couples they have "Cutaway Two."
First couple in a pretty little fix
Go down the center and cutaway six
Same two as you were before
Go down the center and cutaway four
Same couple as you used to do
Go down the center and cutaway two

Dip'n Dive: Alternately arching and diving.
In the call "Inside Arch — Outside Under" one
couple ( Number One for example) moves into
the center of the square and faces the couple
to their right, thereby standing between Couples Two and Four. After circling half with
Couple Two, Number One (on the outside)
dives to the center of the set under the arched
hands of Couple Two. Then Couple One makes
an arch and as it moves forward Couple Number Four dives under. When a couple reaches
the outside of the square they do a Frontier
Whirl. (The lady whose left hand is held in her
partner's right, turns left face under the hands
while the man moves clockwise and around so
that both end facing the center of the square
with the lady on the man's right.) This arching and diving motion is continued until side
couples are home and the working couple is
once again in the center.
First couple out to the couple on the right
Circle half and don't you blunder
With an inside arch and the outside under
Dip'n dive and don't be slow
With an inside high and the outside low
One more duck and on you go
On to the next

Dive for the Oyster: Two facing couples with
hands joined in a circle of four start with the
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active couple ducking slightly under the raised
hands of the couple they are working with. As
the couple ducks the other couple moves
slightly forward and over. The ducking couple
then backs out and makes an arch while the
other couple ducks slightly under. The active
couple next ducks all of the way under and,
keeping hands joined, the man's leading right
joined to his partner's left is raised and the two
turn away from each other bringing their joined
hands up and over their heads. With this arch
they move back to place as the other couple
has turned and moves under the arch. Once
under they raise their joined hands (man's
right and the lady's left), duck under turning
away from partner but not releasing hands,
and finish facing the same direction as in the
beginning.
Dive for the oyster, dive for the clam
Dive for the sardine, take a full can

Do Si Ballonet: Think of this as a Northern
Style Do Si Do with two interruptions to balance forward and back. On the call the ladies
pass left shoulders, without a twirl, and facing
out take the hands of the men who are facing
in (holding partner's left and opposite's right).
All balance forward in the direction they are
facing, then backward. Retaining left hands
with their partners they release right hands and
all turn half about counter-clockwise; then rejoin hands, this time with the ladies facing in
and the men facing out. They balance again,
first forward in the direction they are facing,
then backward. Retaining right hands they release partner's left and walk almost completely
around to give partner a left for a Courtesy
Turn.
Circle four as pretty as you can
Do Si Ballonet and the gents rock in
The gents rock in and the ladies rock out
Now turn just half with the left about
The girls rock in and the men rock out
Turn by the right and don't be slow
Finish it off like a Do Si Do

in Line You Travel: One couple, with
the lady hooked to her partner's arm, faces another couple, then according to the call either
moves slightly to the right so that the two men
may hook left elbows and, with the ladies on
the outside, move counter-clockwise in a line
of four — or — the couples may move slightly
Four
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to their left so that the ladies may hook right
elbows and the line of four will move around
clockwise. The amount of turn will be controlled by the call,
First couple out to the right
Veer to the right and hook by the left
And four in line you travel
Now you swing mine and I'll swing yours
You swing my girl while I'm gone
I'll take yours and travel on
And four in line you travel

Grand Sashay: While moving in the direction
of a Right and Left Grand (either forward or
in reverse) two dancers meet and do a Do Sa
Do (or Sashay Right). They finish facing but
slightly away from that same person so that as
they join right hands they balance briefly, Then
pulling by, they go on to the next and do a
See Saw (a left shoulder Do Sa Do or Sashay
Left) to finish a slight distance away from that
person, balancing, pulling by with the left hand
and continuing or moving on as directed by the
next call.
Sashay right around the square
A right hand to that lady fair
Sashay left around the square
A left hand to that lady there

Harlem Rosette: One couple, with the lady
hooked to her partner's arm, faces another couple, moves slightly to the right so that the two
men may hook left elbows and, with the ladies
on the outside, move counter-clockwise in a
line of four. On the call the line spreads out to
hand holds and while the forward motion of
the line slows down, keeping their partners'
hands the ladies move forward around in front
of their partners to duck under the men's
joined, raised left arms. Once under, the ladies
left-face turn to face each other and while they
have retained left hand holds with their partners they join the other lady's right hand over
the men's. If directed to "Circle Left" in this
"four-leaf clover" right feet are left in the center and couple buzz-step to the left. This can
be broken to a Circle or to a Two Ladies Chain
as directed by the call. With slight modification
this can be worked with three or more couples.
Spread out wide and feel their heft
The girls duck under and face the set
Now let's all take a ride on the Harlem Rosette

Lady 'Round
the lady, gent
• (• •
around the gent) ; With an active couple facing
an inactive couple the active lady takes the lead
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and cutting between the man and the lady goes
to the left and around the lady. The active
man cuts between the same couple and going
to the right goes around the man. Once in front
of that couple again the active man takes the
lead and cuts between and to the left around
the man while the active lady cuts between
and to the right around the lady. They finish
the action facing that same couple. (. . . . the
lady, the gent also) : Starting the same as
above, the active lady cuts in between and to
the left around the lady. The active man follows her. The active lady then cuts between
the couple and goes to the right around the
man. The active man just stays put, facing the
inactive lady. (.. . two, the gent fall thru ) :
Starting in the same manner, the active lady
faces right and her partner faces right, behind
her. They move in single file, counter-clockwise, and around behind the inactive couple.
When they are behind that couple the lady
keeps moving to complete her circuit but the
active man cuts between the inactive couple so
that he will now be in front of his partner.
Moving in the same direction, this time with
the man in the lead, they again go around the
non-working couple. The active man goes all of
the way around to finish in his starting position
facing the inactive lady. The active lady goes
half-way and then cuts in between the other
couple to finish in her starting position.
Lady 'round the lady and the gent around the gent
Now the gent around the lady and the lady
'round the gent
Lady 'round the lady and the gent also
Lady 'round the gent but her gent don't go
Lady 'round two and the gent fall thru
Now the gent around two and the lady fall thru

Mill Wheel: A circle consisting of a designated number of couples, moving to the left,
follows the call by dropping hands and moving
single file in a clockwise direction and each
dancer places his right hand on the right
shoulder of the dancer ahead. On the next call
the dancers drop hands, right-face turn to reverse the direction, put their left hand on the
left shoulder of the person ahead of them and
move counter-clockwise. Next, each places his
right hand on the hand that rests on his shoulder and, keeping that hand, raises it in an arch
and ducks under to make a circle facing out.
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Unless directed otherwise the circle will continue to move counter-clockwise. One couple
will be directed to make an arch and pull the
others through. (The original form of this figure would call for the man and his original
partner even though at this time she would be
on his left.) To do this all couples would retain hand holds. The arching couple would
back under their own raised arms and then
move the arch over the heads of the other
dancers until all were facing the center again.
Each man would now have his corner as a partner and either the head or side couples would
be transposed.
Up with the right for the old mill wheel
Back by the left and you grind the meal
Take that hand that's on your shoulder
Duck right under — still you hold her
Active couple it's up to you
Make an arch and pull 'em thru

Reel the Line: From two facing lines a couple
at one end of the line is directed by the call to
take right forearms and move clockwise around
each other. Leaving that person they each go
to one of the lines and turn the end person
with a left forearm. They then return to the
other working dancer in the center and again
turn with a right forearm. Going to the side
again they turn the next person with a left
arm; then back to the person in the center.
This is continued until they have "reeled" the
entire line. Usually a man will "reel" with a
lady and a lady with a man.
First couple center with an elbow swing
Now the sides with the same old thing

From a circle one couple designated by the call moves across the set taking
the other couples with them. The couple opposite from the active couple makes an arch
and the active couple ducks through taking the
line with them. Once through the arch the
active man and lady release each other's hands
and taking their end of the line with them the
man goes counter-clockwise and the lady clockwise to once again form a circle, or two facing
lines, if directed. The couple making the arch
turn under their own joined hands (man turning right and the lady left).
Rip'n Snort:

First ole couple Rip'n Snort
Go down the center and cut 'em short
Lady go gee and the gent go haw
Get back home to your mother-in-law
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Spinning Wheel: From an eight-hand, lefthand, moving star right hands are placed on
the left shoulder of the person ahead. Following a left-face turn the star is reversed and
dancers make a right-hand star and put left
hands on the right shoulder of the person
ahead of them. The call is often given so that
the men reach across with their left and take
the lady's right hand that is on their shoulder
to start a Do Paso.
Now promenade in single file
Lady in the lead go Indian style
You make a wheel and spin it awhile
It's a spinning wheel so roll it along
But turn right back you're going wrong
Gents reach back by the left and here we go
Break it up with a Do Paso

Take a Little Peek: Active couple separates
slightly to "look around" inactive couple they
are facing.
Around that couple take a little peek
Back to the center and swing your sweet
Around that couple and peek once more
Back to the center and circle four

Texan Whirl: From an eight-hand, right-hand
star the ladies will left-face roll out and around
the one man behind them and then into another right-hand star behind that same man.
(Alternate) Ladies in a circle moving left.
Men in a right-hand star over the ladies' joined
hands and moving with them. Ladies break
from the circle and turn as before, coming in
behind the next man to make another circle.
Ladies turn with a Texan Whirl
Now join hands go 'round the world

Texas Star: Men in a left-hand star with right
arm around the waist of a lady.
Gents to the center with a right hand star
Ladies center and back to the bar
Gents to the center with a right hand star
Back by the left but not too far
Meet your maid but pass her by
Pick up the next girl on the sly
Now the inside out and the outside in
You turn that Texas star again

From a circle, one couple
designated by the call moves across the set
taking the other couples with them. The couple
Thread the Needle:
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opposite from the active couple makes an arch
and the active couple ducks through, taking
the line with them. Once through the arch the
active man and lady release each other's hands
and taking their end of the line with them, the
man goes counter-clockwise and the lady goes
clockwise. The couple that made the arch does
not turn under. Instead, after the other dancers
have gone under, they bring their arched
hands down to waist-height and turn to face
out (the man right face and the lady left) so
they are side-by-side. The active man leads his
portion of the line through the next arch made
by the lady now facing out and the man to her
left. The active lady leads her line through an
arch made by the man facing out and the lady
to his right. Once the lines have gone through
these arches the two additional persons who
had been in the arch will face out. The leading
man and lady go through the arch made by
the last remaining couples and then turn individually ( active man left face and the active
lady right face) to end in one line, each dancer
with hands crossed in front and linked to the
dancers on each side. Or, the active couple
may pull the line "in" so that the dancers are
backed into one tight circle. To break the circle
they simply raise their joined hands and turn
the only way they can (without letting go) to
face the center.
Thread the needle, thread the eye
Keep on a movin' don't be shy
(patter to fill)

Zig Zag Thru (Go out and in) : From a square,
one couple is directed to separate. The lady
goes right and the man left and they move
around their corner, going through that couple
toward the center of the square. They then
separate again, going around one more person
and cutting to the outside. Partners- meet behind their original opposite couples' position to
swing or follow the next call.
First old couple you divide
Now Zig Zag Thru the three on a side
You go out and in till you meet again
Now find your honey start swinging at the wall
Comin' down center swingin' in the hall
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By Don Armstrong — Port Richey, Fla.
S YOU CAN SEE Contra dancing can be The entire contra set is the "major" set, and
fun. It also can be filled with a pleasant dancing within the major set are lots of "minor"
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challenge that should appeal to just about
everyone. So far we've just touched upon some
of the fundamental contra movements. Now,
anticipating your questions, let's go a little
more into detail.
More on Formation

In squares the dance always starts from the
four-couple set, but within the square dance
itself are many "formations" from which figures
are executed. Contras start from two opposing
lines but usually change their formation prior
to the start of the figure. This results in four
normal starting formations possible within the
two lines. In itself, this is NOT different from
squares, which can start a figure in at least
three different ways (lead couple, heads/sides,
all four couples active). The four main contra
formations are very simple to visualize and are
set up as follows:
L 1st, 3rd, 5th (etc.) couples active and
crossed over." (ADm)
2. 1st, 3rd, 5th (etc.) couples active and
"NOT crossed over." (Dm )
3. 1st, 4th, 7th (etc.) couples active and
crossed over." (ATm)
4. 1st, 4th, 7th (etc.) couples active and
"NOT crossed over." (Tm)
These formations have a technical name
which puzzles a lot of callers but is easily
understood after it is explained. Referring to
the set-ups above, the names are:
1. Alternate Duple Minor
2. Duple Minor
3. Alternate Triple Minor
4. Triple Minor
This simply designates the active couples,
their starting position, and how many other
couples they'll be dancing with in the figure.
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sets established at the start. For example, in
#1 every other couple (duple) is active, and
the actives are "crossed over" (alternate) . In
#4 the minor sets are organized with the first
couple in each group of three couples active
(triple because 3 couples are involved) and no
one is crossed over. So, in Contra reference
books, that's how the starting position is given.
Notice that I use the "alternate" set-up as
#1. I do so because I present contras in this
formation first and progress thru the others in
turn.
The Progression

Earlier I covered mainly the "direction" in
which the progression is made, and explained
that exactly "how" that progression is accomplished is primarily the caller's responsibility.
We'd better dig a little deeper.
Contra "progression" naturally occurs whenever the dancers move either down or up the
set one (or more) places, thereby making it
possible to dance with another person or couple. "Casting off," or progressing, can be done
in many ways, and I could write many paragraphs illustrating them individually. This,
however, is not necessary, as they soon become
quite obvious to most callers and dancers after
becoming familiar with a few. As already illustrated, in set-up #1, the call "actives swing the
one below" resulted in immediate progression.
The "bend the line, circle four" in the dance
"Broken Sixpence" did the same. If, in the
dance Broken Sixpence the caller had used the
same spot to say "along the line, the ladies
chain," the net result would have been the same.
To create one more situation within the same
dance, suppose we take the spot in Broken
Sixpence where the caller has just said "Down
the set, go four in line." While the dancers are
doing this he could then call "Arch in the mid-

There's still hotel room at Des Moines
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Active

4

Active

9

Active

( 1)

Alternate Duple Minor

dle and the ends duck thru" and at that point
progression would have been accomplished.
There is still another, and very common, way
of progressing and it happens to have its own
name. CAST OFF. This is a specific call in itself with the same result — progression. The
usual "cast off" call occurs when the active
couples are moving up the center of the set,
thereby directing the active dancers to walk
out and around the dancers who were previously just below them, thereby moving down
one place. (Square dancers may associate the
action of "around just one.") In other words
cast off" (which is directed to the active couples) means to go below one couple — or
around one couple.
6C

Let's use set-up #1 and assume that the
active couples have finished a "Do-Sa-Do with
the one below" followed by "Active two swing
in the middle" and "Put her on the right,
actives down the middle." The call could then
be "Turn alone, come back to place," and then
"Cast off, and right and left thru." The active
men are going to cast off with the inactive
ladies, and the active ladies with the inactive
men. As the active couples come up the center, side by side, they separate upon reaching
the couple with whom they did a Do Sa Do
and each active man places his right arm
around the waist of the lady he is to "cast
off," taking her left hand in his left hand, and
in this position continues to walk forward and
around as both wheel to face the center of the
22

set — wheel is clockwise and opposite to
courtesy turn. Meantime each active lady extends her left hand to the man she is going to
cast off." He takes her left hand in his left
hand, places his right arm around her waist
and they wheel counter-clockwise to face the
center of the set—as in a regular courtesy turn.
CC

In many areas the "courtesy turn position"
is not used but the DIRECTION OF THE
WHEEL AROUND REMAINS AS DESCRIBED. Sometimes just the inside hands
are joined — or inside elbows — or the dancers
simply wheel shoulder to shoulder — but they
both face the same direction in any event. In
set-up #2 or #4 where men are casting off
with men while ladies are casting off with
ladies, one of the latter positions is obviously
preferred.
Now that all are facing the center of the set
the progression is complete and the call of
"right and left thru" can follow. In most contras there is no extra time allowed for the cast
off, so that the counts necessary must be "borrowed" from the 8-count phrase preceding the
cast off. The cast off action requires four dancing steps, and dancers provide comfortable
dancing time for themselves in this situation by
taking six SHORT steps while dancing DOWN
the set (turning about face on the last two
steps of that phrase) and dancing back UP the
set with four NORMAL length steps using the
last four steps of the musical phrase to complete the cast off. This is one of the many spots
SETS in ORDER, MARCH, '60

in which Contras are fun — trying to hit the
end of the phrase right on the button to flow
smoothly into the next figure.
"Cast off" could be defined "to get rid of,"

WHAT'S
BEING

DANCED?

so perhaps this is a good spot to get rid of me
long enough for you to get out there on the
floor and try these things we've been talking
about. We'll make a bet you'll have fun.
ISTS of dance programs showing a typical
_LJ evening's revel, which were not received
in time for the major compilation in January
but were yet too interesting to overlook, are
presented here. Round dances are indented.

Glen Ellyn, Ill.—Dudes & Dames-8 years old— 7 squares—Caller, Frank Green
Back to Donegal Contra
Runoutta Names
Ends Squared
Honeycomb
Tammy
Traveling Man
Ends of the World
Hey, Mr. Guitar ( taught)
Shuffle the Deck Workshop
Best Things In Life Are Free
Champagne Time

Old Spinning Wheel
Hey, Mr. Guitar ( again )
Too Many Times
Raley's Romp
Whispering
Mannita Waltz

Kinda Nice To Know
Cinderella Waltz
Hodges Podge
Bells On My Heart
Waltz Caress
Fiddle Faddle
Too Old to Cut the Mustard
Love Me

Atlanta, Ga.—Federal Cross Trailers—Caller, Ja mie Newton
Rock Eagle Special
Down South
Blue Two Step
Livingston Nightmare
I Can't Quit
Left Footer's One-Step
Rock & Reel

Gadabout
Don't Hesitate
Coin' Home to Julie
"Hash" ( No Holds Barred )
Walkin' & Whistlin'
Red River Gal ( So. Accent)
Why Oh Why

There'll Be Some Changes
Tennessee Two Step
Chicken Plucker
Battle of New Orleans
Georgia Polka
Little Red Hen
Bells On My Heart

No. Waterbury, Conn.—Nutmeg Squares-3 years old-7 squares—Caller, Jean Fleming
Hello, Hello, Hello
Shanty in Old Shanty Town
Old Fashioned Girl
Love Me
Lucky Lips
Diminishing Star
Bells On My Heart

Patter Hash ( All the Bends, etc. )
Firefly
Contra ( Square Thru Delight ) False Hearted Girl
Summit Star
Gadabout
Y'All Come
Battle of New Orleans
Polka Square
Double Couple Square ( Mixer )
Hazel Eyes
Left Footer's One-Step
World Is Waiting For Sunrise

(For more lists please turn to page 53)
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By Natalie King — Eureka, Calif.

T

HERE are lots of ways to pep up and make
more interesting the clothes which the men
wear for square dancing. You might like to try
some of the following ideas.
For a quick match to your new dress, select
a shirt in a matching solid color, make a tie
and trim a towel in your dress fabric.
Sure cure for a tight-necked shirt: remove
collar button, stitch one end of a 32' length of
elastic under this edge. Stitch button to other
end of elastic. The tie hides the gap and hubby
is more comfortable.
Old white shirts go square dancing with the
addition of yokes and cuffs made of fabric to
match your dress. Trace yoke pattern from a
western shirt or use a commercial pattern. Adjust to fit on top of shirt, bind edges with
corded bias tape. Remove old cuffs, cut new
ones of print. Shirt may be dyed before remodeling, if desired.
Create a western shirt from a solid-colored
sports shirt by means of soutache braid and
embroidery. Select western motifs or floral
scrolls and arrange on shirt to form a yoke.
Embroider in satin stitch with six-strand cotton. Outline yoke, cuffs and pocket edge with
soutache braid the color of the embroidery.
Quick applique of simple figures is clone
using iron-on tape which is available in many
bright colors. Additional detail may be added
by stitching around edge of applique in a contrasting color.
Wide fringe stitched to bottom of yoke edge
and running down back of sleeves from top to
bottom makes an effective fancy frontier shirt.
Try a solid-colored yoke and cuffs on a print,
plaid or striped shirt. Choose a dominant color
in the design for this and bind off with contrasting piping.
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Quick western touches. Embroider a cattlebrand or other western motif on a pocket.
Dress up plain string ties with gaudy patterns
in sequins, pearls or very narrow velvet ribbon
in a contrasting color, run down center of all
parts of the tie. Add fringed strips of soft
leather to ends of tie.
Make a leather tie slide using a square or
circle of heavy belt leather about the size of a
fifty-cent piece. On the back glue a strip for
tie ends to cross through. Bend wire into
simple "brand" or initials, heat red hot and
burn design into leather.

WHAT THEY ARE WEARING

Grace Baker, Salt Lake City, Utah
A petite blonde, Grace wears a brown
and white drip dry cotton eyelet dress.
The neckline is scalloped in front, dips
to a V in the back. The sleeves are wide
straps which make for comfort during
hot Utah summer dancing. The gathered
skirt is very full with a gathered flounce
at the bottom. The waist is banded with
brown velvet ribbon which is also used
around the top of the flounce. Grace designed and made this dress.
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Editor's Note: These pages feature interesting Square Dancing news items
from different areas of our world in which Square Dancing is an international
activity. These items are collected and edited by Helen Orem, Assistant
Editor of Sets in Order. All information in this category should be sent to
Mrs. Orem at 462 North Robertson Boulevard, Los Angeles 48, California

Hawaii

Admission day in the Islands was celebrated
on last November 28, a truly gala occasion of
which square dancing was, of course, a part.
Member-clubs of the Hawaii Square Dance
Federation take turns square dancing on Sunday afternoons, putting on a show for the
visitors at the International Market Place, a
popular tourist spot in Waikiki.
New officers were elected for the Federation
on December II, with Bill Smylie of the Koral
Kickers named Chairman and Ed Robinson of
the Hayseed Club at Pearl Harbor, Vice- Chairman.
Pineapple Promenaders of Waikele NAD
recently joined the Federation, making nine
member clubs with two or three more clubs
probably joining soon.
Dancers transferred to or visiting in the Islands are invited to contact the Federation so
that they may be assisted in making their stay
more enjoyable. Point of contact: Bill Smvlie,
Quarters 365, Reno Road, Tripler Area, APO
—Bill Smylie
438, San Francisco.
Washington

Grande Squares of Seattle sponsored a dance
on February 13 at the Magnolia Field House,
utilizing a floor encompassing two regulation
basketball areas. M.C.'s and callers were Joe
—John Carroll
Hall and Robby Robertson.
Sashay Square Dance Club of Bremerton invites all square dancers to come and dance to
the calling of Bob Ruff from Whittier, Calif.,
on March 20, 2:30 P.M. at the Belfair Barn.
The affair marks the club's spring festival.
—Ken & Betty Hinton
Utah

Round dancers in Salt Lake City were invited to attend a Round Dance Workshop on
January 19 at the Prudential Auditorium to
select their rounds-of-the-month for the next
two months. Instructors in the rounds were the
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Harry Bakers, Monte Marshalls, Tommy
Thomases and Drew Whitney.
South Dakota

The Square, Folk and Round Dance Federation of South Dakota held its February Festival
on Valentine's Night in the New Women's
Building at the State Fair Grounds. ( Question?
From whence came the "new women?"). Host
club was the Alpena Lads and Plaids. Up-coming affairs include the Frank Lane dance at
Yankton on May 2 and the May Festival at
Aberdeen on May 21 with the Aberdeen Belles
& Beaux as hosts.
—Ann Arrundale
Colorado

Haylofters of the Colorado State University
have set the date of their annual festival for
March 18-19 in the student union on the CSU
Campus in Fort Collins. M.C.'s will be Nita
and Manning Smith who will also instruct a
round dance session on March 19. The festival
is being called the "Stardust Jamboree" and
decorations will follow an outer-space theme.
—Ruth Haynes
Florida

Hix & Chix, The Promenaders, Inc. and
Square Eights Clubs of Panama City sponsored
the Panama City Square Dance Gambol on
January 15-16 at the Long Beach Roller Rink.
Callers were Harper Smith from Celina, Texas;
Jim Hall from Birmingham, Ala.; Phil White,
Gil Mathis, Bud Seaman and Ralph Fuller,
local lights. It is a particular pleasure to report
that first prize in the drawing on Friday night
was a gift subscription to Sets in Order.
—Edward Pagelson
Georgia

Tybee Twirlers Club of Savannah Beach had
the first birthday of their club in January and
installation of new officers for 1960 by Lewis
Bazemore, president of South Georgia Federation. Bill Stephenson kept the squares dancing
after a buffet dinner.
—Shirley & Jack Knauz

Plan to attend Style Show at National in Des Moines
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In February the Dots & Dashes, a high
school age square dance group in Lancaster,
furnished the entertainment for the Annual
State Postmasters' Convention.
—Herb Perry

Kentucky

Minnesota

On April 30 the Kentuckiana Square Dance
Association will host its Second Annual Spring
Festival at the Fairgrounds Coliseum under the
able direction of Dorothy and Louis Bauer,
General Chairmen. Les Gotcher and Johnny
Davis will share the calling. Dancing will be
from 1 to 5 P.M. and again from 8 to 11 P.M.
with the music being supplied by Burton's
—Ruth & Fred Burkel
Wranglers.

Fiesta Squares of Montevideo are featuring
Don Armstrong of Florida at a dance in the
Fiesta Ballroom on March 15. Fiesta Squares
have been dancing for just over a year and meet
twice monthly. They have no regular caller
but import a variety of callerF from the sur—Karl Kahn
rounding area.

South Carolina

The Jolly Mixers of Greenville started their
new year activities with their First Saturday
Party at which new dancers of the fall _class
were guests. Another class began on January
21. Don and Marie Armstrong will be featured at the First Saturday Party on April 2
in the ballroom of the Poinsett Hotel.
Florence Brothers
California

The 11th Annual March of Dimes Square
Dance was held at Olive Recreation Hall in
Burbank on February 8. Chairmen were the
Carl Cartmills assisted by the Paul Burketts.
Fenton "Jonesy" Jones was M.C. and live music
was furnished by three square dance bands.
Sixteen callers took turns at the mike.
—Carl & Estelle Cartmill
Cal Selinger, of San Bernardino, who conducted a group of square dancers on a Hawaiian
tour last fall, is planning another such tour for
the latter part of April, 1961, this time by air.
—Cal Selinger
Ozzie Stout, using his 15 years of experience
in such matters to good advantage, opened a
new beginner class in Whittier on January 14.
Sponsor was the Los Angeles Parks and Recreation Department.
Last December four Long Beach Clubs,
members of the South Coast Association, organized a Benefit Dance for the wife and seven
children of square • dancer Bob Roberts who
passed away suddenly at a class, while helping
one of the local callers. Ticket receipts alone
came to $500.00, plus numerous extra checks
and box after box of canned foods also were
donated to the family.
—Agnes Bassett
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Illinois

Heel and Toe Twirlers of Galesburg celebrated their first anniversary on January 17
with a dance in the American Legion Home.
Caller was Dale Doughtry of Taylorville.
"Finger Foods" were served after the dance.
—Tex Harrison
The Saturday Niters of Canton had Kenny
Anderson of Burlington, Iowa, in to call on
January 10 with about 18 sets attending.
Kenny also called in the Galesburg area during
the latter part of February.—Mrs. Charles Siegel
Square dancing in Rock Falls was dormant
until about a year ago, at which time Earl and
Violet Bennett decided to see what they could
do to promote interest. Currently the Bennetts
have eight squares they are instructing and are
contemplating another beginner class, so their
method must have been a good one.
—Violet Bennett
Michigan

On January 29 the Battle Creek folks enjoyed their Winter Square Dance Festival with
Jerry Helt from Cincinnati, Ohio, calling. This
was Jerry's second appearance in Battle Creek
and one looked forward to eagerly. The festival dance had a two-fold purpose — an evening of good dancing plus the opportunity to
donate to the Michigan Council of Square and
Round Dance Clubs for pre- ( National) -convention expenses. The Battle Creek Association
paid all expenses and the entire gross receipts
from the dance went towards helping set up
the 1961 National Square Dance Convention in
Detroit.
—Gerald Black
The Northwest Michigan Square Dance
Council of Traverse City boasts quite an imposing list of member-groups. These include:
Hix & Chix of Elk Rapids, Squarenaders of
Bear Lake, Boots and Bustles and Merrymixers
of Manistee, Promenaders of Cadillac, Kuntry
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Kuzins of Frankfort and Bay Beaux & Belles,
Cherry Knoll Squareaways, Merry Squares,
Platter Promenaders, Shirts & Skirts of Traverse
—Mrs. Louis Hayward
City.
Indiana

The Whitewater Valley Callers' Assn. has
planned its Annual Spring Festival for April 3
in Anderson at the U.A.W. Hall on By-Pass
109. Dancing will be from 2 to 5 P.M. and
from 7 to 10 P.M. Last year's affair brought
some 400 dancers and 20 callers together and
even more participants are expected this year.
—Norval Gaylor

Connecticut

The Connecticut Callers and Teachers Assn.
held their Annual Meeting at South Meriden
on January 10. Mostly re-elected, officers for
the coming year are : Gordon Berrien, John
Mead, Jean Fleming, Bob Merunka, Paul Trowbridge. A very informative talk on "Teaching
the Square Dancer" was given by Charlie Baldwin of Norwell, Mass., editor of The New England Caller, with a question-and-answer session following. Charlie also called some squares
and later all gathered for a pot-luck supper.
—Jean Fleming

Nebraska

April 30 is the date of Lincoln's 20th Annual
Spring Square Dance Festival at the Pershing
Memorial Auditorium. Dave Rockwell is Festival Director.
Boots & Slippers Square Dance Club has
formed a new round dance club to encourage
all area dancers to learn the basics of round
dancing. They meet 1st and 3rd Tuesdays at
University Place Fire Barn in Lincoln with
Willard Noxon and Rollie Badberg instructing.
—Marie Schafer
Arizona

Dismal weather conditions contributed to
decimate the crowd attending the 12th Annual
Southern Arizona Square Dance Festival on
January 15-17, but those who attended enjoyed the dancing and horseplay thoroughly.
Calling was under the control of Johnny Le
Clair and Butch Nelson, with the latter in
charge of the department of horseplay. Frank
and Carolyn Hamilton directed the rounds.
General Chairmen of the festival were the Jim
Stogsdills assisted by the Jim Osborns.
The Phoenix Chapter of the Arizona Federation of Square and Round Dance Callers and
Instructors, popularly known as the Federation
(or PCAFSRDCI, try to pronounce it???), celebrated their fifth year with their first big jamboree on January 30-31 at Mike's Barn in
Phoenix. Besides the 10 Federation callers,
several callers came in from nearby areas to
complete the program. Officers of the Federation are Mike Michele, Spud Magness, Bill
Schroeder and Marie McFrederick.
—Mike Michele
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All of these men have been or are president of the
Square-Knots, Grass Valley, Calif. L. to R., Al Scurr (current prez), Kenny Zurflueh, Ober Johnson, Cliff Shook
and Robert E. Lee.

New York

In January delegates from eight square and
round dance clubs of the Rochester area formed
the Rochester Federation of Square Dance
Clubs. Charter member clubs are: Belles 'n'
Beaus, Country Twirlers, Fiddle-A-Rounds,
Genesee Dancers, Irondequoit Squares, Rollaways, Swinging Eights and Teen Twirlers.
The first venture of the Federation will be a
Dance-O-Rama planned for April 2 at Cutler
Union, 2 P.M. to midnight.
—Lew Dietz
Idaho

The Upper Snake River Valley Callers' Assn.
will sponsor its annual exhibition and jamboree
on April 8-9. The exhibition will be held at
Alemeda Jr. High Gym at Pocatello and the
jamboree at the Snake River High School Gym
west of Blackfoot. All callers belonging to the
association will participate, along with visiting
callers from other areas.
—Harold Lund
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SQUARE DANCE SHOES
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to set your feet a-dancing!
Built on special HYER western boot lasts by America's
oldest Western boot shop, the Dance-a-Way combines the best
features of both traditional and modern footwear
to insure positive comfort step after step, set after set.
The exclusive HYER side-angle zipper holds it snugly and
neatly to the foot for firm but flexible support.

Dress Calf
• BENEDICTINE TAN
• BROWN
• BLACK

$23.50
GET A PERFECT FIT IN DANCE-a-WAYS AT THESE STORES:
CALIFORNIA
• Apple Valley

DUCKHORN'S WESTERN WEAR
• Cathedral City

SCOTT'S

MICHIGAN

OREGON

• Rochester

• Eugene

B BAR B WESTERN SUPPLY
315 Main St.
MISSOURI

• Long Beach

SQUARE DANCE SPECIALTIES
39661/2 Studebaker Road
• Sacramento

VISALIA STOCK & SADDLE CO
Town & Country Village

• Kansas City

FAULKNER'S WESTERN STORE
8315 Wornall Road
NEBRASKA
• Norfolk

NEEDLE 'N' GROOVE

• Salinas

• Oshkosh

AL'S MEN'S STORE
210 Main Street

JOHNSON'S DEPT. STORE
OHIO

FLORIDA
• South Miami

• Toledo

CROSS TRAIL SQUARE
DANCE CENTER, 6701 Red Rd.

EUGENE'S OUTDOOR STORE
WASHINGTON
■ Seattle

NUDELMAN BROTHERS, INC.
1308 Second Avenue
WYOMING
• Cheyenne

MERRITT'S WESTERN STORE
1607 Central
ALBERTA, CANADA
■ Calgary

KENWAY'S WESTERN STORE
1414 Stampede Way (2nd St. E.)

F & S WESTERN SHOP
1557 Western Avenue

Write fnr the Name of Your Nearest Dealer if Not Listed Above:

C. H. HYER & SONS, INC., OLATHE, KANSAS —America's Oldest Western Boot Shop— QUALITY SINCE 1875

WORKSHOP
FOR LEADERS IN THE FIELD OF SQUARE AND ROUND DANCING
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GAIN we devote this space in the workshop
to questions sent in to us and picked up at
callers' and leaders' clinics across the country.
As on previous occasions, these questions are
combined and reworded to cover the widest
scope possible. There'll be more questions and
answers later, if you want them, and if you
send them in.

A

Q — What is the secret of having a successful
callers' meeting?

A — Make it fit the needs of the majority of
those for whom it is intended. Serious business
meetings, crammed with reading of the minutes, old and new business and discussions on
points that are often problems for only a small
percentage of those attending, can be deadly.
To be successful, a business meeting should be
rehearsed just enough to ensure its audience
attraction and it should be dramatic enough to
get across the necessary business in such a
manner that it will keep everyone's attention.
Careful screening beforehand will eliminate
many items that have no purpose in being
brought up. Allow enough time for fellowship
and for getting acquainted — and, if possible,
interject some fun — there should be no rule
against having a good time.
Q — How long should a patter call go?

A — Not too long! Because of the free form
of a patter call there is often a tendency to
ramble on, and on, and on. In a singing call
of course we have a fence constructed around
our dance that tells us just when to start and
when to finish. The music controls the length
of the dance and we start when it starts and
stop when it stops. Not so with a hoedown.
We start just about any time and keep going
as long as we can keep moving the needle back
onto the record. Taking a cue from a singing
call, there is often an opening, a middle break
and an ending. In addition the heads will
usually do a given figure twice and the sides
twice. The total elapsed time (one side of a
record) runs from three and a half minutes to
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four minutes. There should be just as much
planning in preparing for a: patter call, just as
much purpose, and consequently, just as much
control over the running time. Hoedown records will usually run from three to four minutes
and this is often (not always, of course) ample
time for a well-balanced patter call. One shot
guest callers, who are often the worst offenders
at hanging on to the mike and stretching out
their patter call, may feel that this is their one
chance to show what they can do and for that
reason they will sometimes run a patter call
from six to ten minutes. What they are exhibiting to the dancers is a complete lack of judgment and instead of impressing them with good
calling techni4ues they'll more than likely be
remembered as "old windbags." A good hint:
"Quit while you're ahead." Call a short tip and
leave the dancers wanting more so that you
will be asked back again.
— When should I start using the brand new
basics?

A — In the first place, nothing in the world
but good judgment can control the actions of
a caller in making the choice of material he
uses with the clubs and classes he calls for.
It stands to reason that dancers in your classes
who come to you to learn how to dance expect
and need a succession of basics ranging from
the simplest up through the more difficult ones
until they reach a level of challenge and pleasure that appeals to them.
What often appears to the caller as a need
for another new basic is simply the desire on
the part of the dancers to "just be allowed to
dance" and to enjoy some of the hundreds upon
hundreds of variations of the completely satisfying and challenging basic movements that
already exist. We have yet to find a caller who
calls them all.
Our best answer to the question then, is to
add new basics wisely as you feel you need
them in order to do the best job of calling and
programming that you are capable of.

Want to call at the National? Register NOW!
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SEA SICK
By Dean Dreyer, Findlay, Ohio
Heads go forward and back with you
Forward again, left square thru
Go all the way around you do
*Left square thru the outside two
Sides go four, the heads go three
Heads square thru in the center you see
Sides divide and box the flea
Square thru the outside two
The sides go four, the heads go three
Heads left square thru on the inside track
Sides divide and box the gnat
(Repeat from *)
Here comes the corner, left allemande.
DON'T HESITATE
By Clarence Watson, Blue Springs, Mo.
Heads go forward and back with you
Side two couples right and left thru
Heads cross trail and U turn back
Half square thru the inside track
Right and left thru the outside two
Cross trail and U turn back
Half square thru don't hesitate
Go on to the next, Grand Chain Eight
Now circle half that's what you do
Dive thru, pass thru
Right and left thru the outside two
Cross trail and U turn back
Half square thru don't hesitate
On to the next, Grand Chain Eight
Circle half on the outside track
Cross trail thru U turn back
Lady in front, left allemande.

BUT BE ALERT
JUNE'S SCRAMBLE
By Pete Sansom, Jupiter, Florida
Four ladies chain across from you
First and third half square thru
Suzy 0 the outside two
Opposite right, partner left
Opposite right, partner left
Opposite again right hand half
Men catch with your left for an ocean wave
Balance forward, now back, box the gnat
Now square thru, go right, left, right, left
Hey bend the line
Do a right and left thru
Suzy 0 the same two
Opposite right, partner left, opposite right,
partner left
Opposite again right hand half
Men catch with your left for an ocean wave
Balance forward, balance back
Now box the gnat
Do a square thru go right, left, right, left
First and third California twirl
Go forward eight and back with you
Forward again double pass thru
All four California twirl
Inside two square thru three quarters round
Now go allemande left .

:

()

GOOD ROLLING FIGURE
BOX THE GNAT THRU THE STAR
By Ernie Felsted, Bettendorf, Iowa
One and three swing and sway, while two and
four half sashay
Heads star right inside the track
Back by the left the other way back
Go past home meet the sides, box the gnat
Sides star in, half way over
Box it again, heads star in half way over
Box it again, sides star in half way over
Box it again, heads star left go around the
town, get back home
Back right out and make a ring
Circle left like everything
Two and four forward and back
Forward again and box the gnat
Cross trail the other way back
Allemande
..
FIVE BITS
By Mary Michl, Coshocton, Ohio
Heads go forward and back
Now cross trail go to the sides
Right and left thru with the outside two
Dive thru, pass thru
Split those two, around one, four in line
Forward eight and back with you
Forward again to square thru once and a quarter
Join hands, insides arch, ends duck in
To pass thru, split those two, around one
Forward eight and back with you
Forward again to square thru once and a quarter
Join hands, insides arch, ends duck in
To square thru once and a quarter
There's old corner, left allemande . .
REMEMBER YOUR CORNER
SWAMP JACKSON
By Bob Hayden, Lake Jackson, Texas
First and third bow and swing
Lead on out to the right of the ring
Circle four and keep on time
Head gents break and make a line
Forward eight and back with your boss
Square thru with the couple across
Count four hands and don't get lost
Those that can make a right hand star
The others turn alone just like you are
Grab your partner for a star promenade
Take a little walk don't be afraid
The hub backs out and makes a ring
Circle left like everything
The four gents go forward and back
Forward again and cross trail thru
Around one, into the center and pass thru
Around one come into the center
Pass thru, both turn right go around the land
Ladies turn alone to a left allemande, etc.
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THIS IS GREAT!! 1

NEW POSITIONS 1

SQUARE CHICK

By "Doc" Heimbach, Blue Island, Illinois
Record: Balance X 208B "Old Fashioned Girl"
(with apologies to Paul Phillips)
INTRO, BREAK AND CLOSER:
Dad, give a nod to your square chick
Swing, like I mean don't just stick
Revolve a bit and don't you bug me, Man
Allemande left — get with the swim
Partner right — skin over skin
You orbit 'round the rim like if you can
Just gravitate and Do Sa Do as cool as
Melba toast
Then fuse and swing — it's crazy, Man
Way out — I mean the most
A blast-off now should do the trick
Back to your pad — you're sick, sick, sick
For the ginchiest gal in town.

FIGURE:
Odd two digits fuse and swing
A pair of times — then hit the rim
Half-way out — way out — way out.
Right and left thru you're real gone
Double the turn — they'll travel on
Cable those nylons to the left, I shout
Those quads of skirts gonna' clatter 'cross the hall
Reverse your univac—so they clatter back, you all
Ball this chick back to your pad
You're wigged on her, you got it bad
The ginchiest gal in town.
STONE ROLLER

By Gordon Blaum, Miami, Florida
Heads to the right and circle four
Head gents break to a line of four
Ends box the gnat then face the middle
Pass thru, round one, stand four in line
Ends roll in with a half sashay
New ends box the gnat then face the middle
Pass thru, round one, stand four in line
Ends roll in with a half sashay
New ends box the gnat then face the middle
Box the flea across the land
*Cross trail thru to a right and left grand — or —
*Cross trail thru and U turn back left allemande.
NICE AND TRICKY 1

STIR THE BUCKET

By Bob Hendricks, Battle Creek, Mich.
Girls star left three quarters around
Swing 'em boys go round and round
Gents star right three quarters too
Then you swing her and she'll swing you
Grand chain girls across the square
Turn 'ern boys and stand right there
The bucket is stirred for the next old square

BREAK

By Del Coolman, Flint, Mich_

Bow to your partner, corner's all
Circle left, go round the hall
Whirlaway a half sashay
Circle again the same way
Head two gents with a brand new girl
Up to the middle and back
Then square thru — right, left, right, left
Then right and left thru, the outside two square
thru
Three quarters round, allemande left . .
GOOD ADVANCED I
DAY DREAM-OR-NIGHT MARE
By Fred Applegate, La Mesa, Ca lif.
Heads to the center, back to the bar
Center again with a right hand star
Back by the left and don't fall down
Pick up your corner with an arm around
Then head two gents and the gal with you
Wheel around, go square thru
Count four hands, it looks like rain
Gents turn back, two ladies chain
Send 'em back for the old square thru
Four girls
*Three quarters round, then left square thru

With men
All the way round, you're doing fine
Pull him by, bend the line
Forward eight and back with you
Forward again, full square thru
Count four hands, you're gone again
Gents turn back, two ladies chain
Send 'em back for the old square thru
Three quarters round, look for that man
With your left, left allemande, etc.

CALIFORNIA TWIRL VARIATION

By Mel Rich, University City, Missouri
First and third trail thru
Walk around two is what you do
Come back in, box the gnat across from you
Face the sides right and left thru
Turn 'em around, dive thru
And the inside two California twirl
Dive thru and the inside two California twirl
Dive thru, pass thru
Right and left thru with the outside two
Dive thru, inside two California twirl
Dive thru, inside two California twirl
Dive thru and the inside two California twirl,
Allemande left . .
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*Three quarters round the ring you go
With that gent, a do paso
Corner right, you can't go far
Partner left, side couples star
Back by the left, you're going wrong
That same one you'll take along

One you did the do paso.
Side two gents and the gal with you
Wheel around, go square thru
All the way, with might and main
Gents turn back, two ladies chain
Send 'em back for the old square thru
Three quarters round, guess who
Left allemande, etc.

F

TQUICKIE 1
ROSIE'S DAUGHTER

(Waltz Mixer)
By Jeanette & Ralph Kinnane, Birmingham, Ala.
Record: Daughter of Rosie O'Grady, (Slowed
Down) Rainbow #45-8004
Position: Couples in circle around hall facing LOD,
inside hands joined.
Footwork: Opposite throughout, Instructions for M
Meas:
Wait Two Measures.
1-4
Step, Brush, Hop; Step, Brush, Hop; Step,
Brush, Hop; Step, Swing, —;
Step fwd on L, brush R fwd, hop on L;
Repeat, starting on R; Repeat again starting on L; Step fwd on R, swing L fwd,
hold 1 ct;
5-8
Back, Touch, —; Face, Touch, —; Waltz
Balance Left; Waltz Balance Right;
Step back on L, touch R beside L, hold 1
ct; Step on R, face ptr, touch L beside R,
assume loose CP, hold 1 ct; step swd in
LOD on L, behind on R, in place on L;
Repeat in RLOD, starting R;
9-12
Apart, Touch, —; Together, Touch, —;
Around, 2, 3; 4, 5, 6;
Bal away to arms length on L, touch R to
L, hold 1 ct;Bal fwd on R to Butterfly
Banjo, touch L to R, hold 1 ct. Make one
complete clockwise turn around each
other in two measures, (6 counts);
13-16 Waltz Balance Left; Waltz Balance Right;
Turn Away, 2, 3; 4, 5, 6;
Repeat measures 7 & 8 above;Turn away
from ptr, M-LF, W-RF in two measures,
(6 counts), man moving to lady behind,
lady moving forward to next man for new
partners;
Dance thru 8 times . . . On last time thru
on measures 15 & 16 roll LOD and Bow.
NOTE: Tempo on this record is fast. Slow record
way down for instructions and speed up
as desired after dance is learned.

[ GOOD DANCE, UNFORTUNATE INTRO
BAMBINA
By Irene and Doc Heimbach, Blue Island, Illinois
Record: "Ciao, Ciao Bambina" Jamie # 1 127
Position: Open for Intro. Position for Dance,
closed; M's back to COH. Instructions for M.
Intro: Wait for three rippling sounds! (Count 1,
2, 3)
Away, Touch, Together, Touch; Turn
Away from Partner, 2, 3, 4;
Step away from partner on L (W's R),
touch R, step twd partner on R, touch L;
turn away from partner 1_, R, L, R (W opp).
End in closed pos, M's back to COH.
Measure:
1-2
Side, Close, Fwd, —; Side, Close, Back, —;
in closed pos. M's back to COH, step to
side on L, close R to L, step fwd on 1_,
hold (a 2-step box);step to side on R,

close L to R, step back on R, hold ;end in
semi-closed pos.
3-4
Walk, 2, 3, Touch; Walk, 2, 3, Touch;
Walk fwd in LOD on L, R, L, brush (touch)
R; walk fwd R, L, R, touch L and face
partner.
5-8
Repeat Meas. 1-4.
9-10
(W) Under, 2, 3, Touch; (M) Under, 2, 3,
Touch;
Keeping M's L and W's R hands joined
high, W walk under R, L, R touch L (end
facing LOD) while M cross slightly behind W to outside of circle L, R, L, touch
R; M walk under joined hands R, L, R,
touch L making a L-face turn ending with
back to COH — while W continues turning R-face around with L, R, L, touch R,
ending with her back to wall and partners face to face, retaining same handhold (M's L & W's R).
11-12 Side, Close, Cross, —; Back, Stet), Thru, —;
Step to side on M's L (Ws R), close R to
L, cross L over R, hold, end side by side
facing RLOD (leave M's R foot and W's L
on floor behind); step back in LOD on
M's R, turn to face partner and step to
side on L, step through on R (W's L) to
face LOD, retaining same handhold (M's
L, W's R).
13-16 Repeat Meas. 9-12, ending in open pos
— changing handholds to M's R and W's L.
17-20 Walk, 2, 3, Touch; (W) Roll, 2, 3, Touch;
Together, Close, Back, —; Apart, Close,
Fwd, —;
On M's L (W's R), walk fwd L, R, L, touch
R; as M crosses to the outside stepping
behind W, R, L, R, touch L — W rolls Lface (L, R, L, touch R) across in front of
M to his L side. Join inside hands, M's L
and W's R, face LOD. On M's L, step swd
twd partner, close R to L, step back L;
step to side on R, close L to R, step fwd R.
M is on outside of circle and dancers are
at arm's length apart.
21-24 Walk, 2, 3, Touch; (W) Roll, 2, 3, Touch;
Apart, Close, Back, —; Together, Close,
Fwd, —;
On M's L (Ws R), walk fwd L, R, L, touch
R; as M crosses to the inside stepping
behind W on R, L, R, touch L W rolls
R-face (L, R, L, touch R) across in front of
M to his R side, join inside hands, M's R
& W's L. Step swd away from partner on
L (W on I), close R to L, step back on L;
step swd twd partner R, close L to R,
step fwd R. End in open pos.
25-28 Step, Close, Step, —; Step, Close, Step,
—; Apart, Close, Cross/Face, —; Side,
Close, Cross;
On M's L (W's R) two 2-steps. in LOD; step
swd away from partner on M's L (W's R).
Close R to L, cross L over R to face partner in butterfly pos. Then step to side in
RLOD on M's R, close L to R and cross R
over L to assume open pos. facing LOD.
29-32 Repeat Meas. 25-28, ending in closed
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pos, M's back to COH.
Repeat entire sequence one more time,
ending in semi-closed pos. for Tag.
Ending: In semi-closed pos.
Walk, 2, 3, Brush; Walk, 2, 3, Touch/
1-2
Face;
On M's L (W's R) walk fwd L, R, L, brush
R; walk fwd R, L, R, touch L to R and face
partner in closed pos.
Side, Close, Fwd, —; Side, Close, Back,
3-6
—; Side, Close, Fwd, —; Turn W Under,
2, 3, 4 and Bow.
Step to side on L, close R to L, step fwd
on L, hold; step to side on R, close L to
R, step back on R; step to side on L, close
R to L, step fwd on L; raise M's L and
W's R joined hands and as M stands still
in place, W turn R-face under the joined
hands L, R, L, R and bow.

I

9-16

17-20

21-24

25-28

A TOE TAPPER

MOUNTAIN GREENERY
By Vince and Marge Be!garb°, Skokie, III.
Record: Windsor #4655 (45 rpm)
Starting Position: Butterfly pos. arms held well
out to side at shoulder level or higher, firm
resistance in arm and hand hold, M facing in
LOD.
Footwork: Opposite throughout, steps described
are for the M
Introduction: 8 counts — wait
Meas.
Walk, 2; Forward Two Step; Walk, 2; For1-4
ward Two Step;
Start L ft and take two walking steps fwd
in LOD; start L ft and do one two-step
fwd in LOD while swaying slightly twd
L; repeat, starting R ft and swaying slightly twd R during the two-step;
Forward, Back (Wrap); Backward Two
5-6
Step;
Step fwd in LOD on L and step bwd in
place on R while starting a "wrap-around"
with M raising his L arm while W raises
her R arm, bringing elbow in twd her
chin;as M starts L ft and does one twostep bwd in RLOD, W makes a 1/2 L turn
in 3 steps, R-L-R, with both hands still
joined and turning under her own R and
M's L arm, moving slightly twd wall to
end on M's R side, both facing LOD, M's
R arm around W's waist holding her L
hand crossed over her chest, other hands
joined in front;
7-8
Back, Forward (unwrap); Forward Two
Step;
Step bwd in RLOD on R and step fwd in
place on L while starting to "unwrap"
with M raising L arm and W raising R
arm; as M starts R ft and does one twostep fwd in LOD, W makes a 1/2 R turn
in 3 steps, L-R-L, with both hands still
joined and turning under her own R and
M's L arm, moving slightly twd COH to
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29-32

I

end in front of M facing him, i ri butterfly
pos, M facing LOD;
Repeat action of Meas 1-8 exce pt to end
in LOOSE CLOSED position, M making 1/4
R turn to face wall;
Side, In Back; Side, In Front (grapevine);
Pivot, 2; 3, 4;
As in a grapevine and moving in LOD,
M steps to L side on L, steps on R ft. XIS;
steps to L side on L and steps on R ft XIF
of L, while W steps to R side on R, steps
on L ft XIF of R; steps to R side on R,
steps on L ft XIB of R;taking a very
closed position, start L ft and pivot 4
steps making 1 1/2 R turns while progressing very slightly in LOD, to end in loose
closed pos with M on outside facing COH;
Repeat action of Meas. 17-20 starting M's
L ft and moving in RLOD, except to end
in semi-closed pos, both facing LOD;
Forward, Back; Back, Forward; Forward
Two Step; Forward Two Step;
Step fwd in LOD on L ft, step back in
place on R; step bwd in RLOD on L, step
fwd in place on R;start L ft and do 2 twosteps fwd in LOD, still in semi-closed pos;
Forward, Back; Back, Forward; Two Step
Twirl; Two Step Twirl;
Step fwd in LOD on L ft, step back in
place on R;step bwd in RLOD on L, step
fwd in place on R; while M starts L ft
and does 2 short two-steps fwd in LOD,
W makes a 1/2 R face twirl under her own
R and M's L arm with 2 two-steps as she
moves fwd and in front of AA to face
him, partners taking butterfly pos with
M facing LOD, ready to repeat the dance.
Repeat sequence three times ending with
partners acknowledging after last twirl.

CONTRA CORNER

TERRY LYNN'S JIG
By Don Armstrong, Port Richey, Florida
Record: Folk Dancer MH-507 St. Lawrence Jig
1, 3, 5, active and cross over.
Each line represents an 8-count phrase. Each dash
(—) represents a "wait" count during which no
call is made.
— — —, Allemande left the one below,
—
Don't let go, right to your own balance go
— —, Turn by the right, half way round and
balance again
— —, Turn by the left, half way round and
balance again
- —, Turn by the right, half way round and
balance again
— —, Turn by the left, take her, half promenade
— — — —, Same four star by the L7FT
— — — — — Right hand star.
Note: ALL the balances are done four in line with
each person stepping forward (the way he
faces) on the 1st count of the phrase (usually
described as a "step-touch") and back on the
3rd count of the phrase with another "steptouch."

3:3

RED WING
Once again it's time for some of the "Standards' of several years ago. Many of these dances
are just as fine today as they were when first
introduced. Undoubtedly they will fill a definite
need in many callers' repertoires.
SIOUX CITY SUE
Record: Imperial 1099, Windsor 7124, Old Timer
8042
BREAK:
Swing, boys, swing, everybody swing
Promenade around the ring, promenade back
home
Everybody swing, now swing Sioux City Sue
FIGURE:
First couple to the right and circle once around
Couple No. 1 leads to couple No. 2 and circles
left.
Do sa do your opposite, lady once around
Do sa do your partner and you swing her too
Both couples swing, now swing Sioux City Sue
Take her to the next and circle once around
Couple No. 1 continue to couple No. 3 and
repeat the same action. Then couple No. 1
repeat same action with couple No. 4. Repeat
the entire sequence for couple No. 2 and conclude with opening figure.
THREE-QUARTER CHAIN
First and third go forward and back
Two ladies chain three-quarter 'round.
Ladies do a regular chain, however, instead of
going to the opposite man they turn threequarters of the way around. Lady Number 1
going between couple Number 2, lady Number 3 going between couple Number 4.
Gents promenade a quarter around.
Man Number 1 and Number 3 promenade a
quarter around the outside of the ring. Number 1 man reaches his partner behind couple
Number 2 while Number 3 man meets his
partner behind couple Number 4.
Chain them in as you did before
Gents promenade a quarter more
Men receive their partner in the regular courtesy turn and chain the girls back into the
center where they chain three-quarters of the
way around and meet their partner at the spot
opposite his original home.
Chain them in and do some tricks
Pick 'em up like pickin' up sticks.
This time man Number 1 has progressed to
a position outside of couple Number 4 while
man Number 3 is outside and behind couple
Number 2. Ladies chain to men as before and
back into the center.
Chain them in as you used to do,
Now go back home and swing 'em a few.
Men meet their partner at home and everybody swings.
Everybody swing your pard,
Now allemande left in your own back yard ...

:3,4

Record: MacGregor 638 with calls by Fenton
"Jonesy" Jones; #640 is instrumental.
First couple to the right and circle half
The inside couple arch
And you dip and dive and away you go with the
Inside high and the outside low
Hurry and don't be slow
it's over and then below
And you dip right thru to the lonesome two
And circle half around
You dip to the last and circle half
The inside couple arch
You dip and dive and away you go
Now you're high and now you're low
Hurry and don't be slow
Go over and then below
Now dip right home and swing your own
Yes everybody swing
You all swing your pretty little Red Wing
Now promenade her, and serenade her
Promenade while you hear the breezes sighing
And Red Wing's crying her heart away.
This follows the simple pattern of Dip'n Dive
(5.1.0. May, 1959 and Year Book ../f 4, page
76). The tune adds much to the pleasure.
TIC TAC TOE
First and third up to the center, back that way
Now whirl away with a half sashay
Go forward again and box the gnat
Now a right and left thru the other way back
After boxing the gnat, remember to face the
same girl to do a right and left thru with her.
Forward again and pass right thru
Split that ring around just one
Down the center with a right and left thru
Turn right back like you always do
Pass right thru, split that ring, around just one
Now four in line you stand
Forward eight and eight fall back
Forward again and box the gnat
Now a right and left thru the other way back
Four ladies grand chain
Turn 'em right around and chain 'em back
Now ladies to the center and back to the bar
Men to the center with a right hand star
All the way around to the same girl
Allemande left ...
STRICTLY FOR SQUARES
By Wolfgang Clar, Courtenay, B.C., Canada
One and three you bow and swing
Go up to the middle and back again
Go forward again and pass thru
Separate go 'round one
In to the middle and pass thru
Half square thru with the outside two
Go on to the next and square thru 3/4 'round
Go on to the next and square thru
Four hands 'round like you always do
Now those in the middle square thru
Five hands 'round that's what you do
The outside two California twirl
Allemande left your corner girl.
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MACK IS BACK

BREAK

By John Smith, Southall, Mdx , England
Heads go forward with a half square thru
Do a right and left thru with the outside two
Then square thru and hear me shout
You're in two lines facing out
Go forward out and back that way
Whirl away with a half-sashay
Arch in the middle and the ends dive in
Box the gnat in the middle again
Corner's behind you! Go left allemande
Partner right, right and left grand, etc.
MIGHTY NICE

By Mike Michele, Phoenix, Arizona
Record: Western Jubilee 561 with Mike Michele
Calling, flip.
OPENER - MIDDLE - CLOSER:
Four ladies chain across
Turn and chain 'em back
Take your own girl
Roll promenade
Girls turn back
Twice around the track
Gents step in
Behind your date
Girls roll back
Pass one man left allemande

Original corner
Do Sa Do your own
And promenade
Promenade her
Serenade her
And you'll find her
Mighty nice

FIGURE:
One and three right and left thru
Then you half square thru
Right and left thru the outside two
Turn your girl, dive thru
Pass thru, split two
Go 'round one
Down the center trail thru

Cross trail
Left allemande
Do Sa Do your own
Swing your corner girl
Swing your lady 'round
And promenade
Promenade her
Serenade her
And you'll find her
Mighty nice.

Sequence: Opener, Figure twice for heads, Middle Break, Figure twice for Sides, Closer.
SQUARE THRU BREAK

By Abe Lavalle, Kalispell, Montana
First and third go forward and back
Now half square thru in the middle of the floor
Right and left thru with the outside two
Turn right around and dive thru
Half square thru in the middle of the floor
Now separate and go around one
Now square on thru 3/4 'round to the corners all
For a left allemande
Then away we go in a right and left grand
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By Earl Johnston, Rockville, Conn.
Record: Grenn 12013 with calls by Earl Johnston; # 1 201 4 is instrumental.
INTRO - BREAK - CLOSER
Join your hands and make a ring
Circle left you know
Move it all the way around
Until you get back home
Allemande left your corner girl
Do Sa Do your own
Men star by the old left hand
And turn it once around
Do Sa Do go round your own
Then do an old left allemande
Come home and swing your lady
And then promenade the land
Oh the line forms — On the right girls
Now that Mack is — Back in town

FIGURE:
Head two couples square thru
About four hands you sail
Star by the right with the outside two
Roll it down the trail
Heads to the middle left hand star
One time you know
Turn your corner by the right
Partner by the left and go
Back to the corner catch all eight
By the right hand half way round
Back by the left and keep her
Promenade the town
Oh the line forms — On the right girls
Now that Mack is — Back in town
Dance Sequence: Intro Fig (2) Break
-

-

-

Fig (2)

Closer
Note: There is time for one swing at end of
promenades.
EIGHT IN LINE
BABY SQUALL
By Ray Turcotte, Honolulu, Hawaii
Head two gents take the corner girl
Up to the middle and back you whirl
Make a right hand star in the middle of the set
Back with a left you're not thru yet
Pick up your partner arm around
Star promenade go 'round the town
Outside four back one you whirl
It's a boy and a boy, a girl and a girl
Head two ladies don't get mixed
Roll back one and make it six
Side two ladies don't be late
Roll back one and make it eight
Break in the middle and back right out
Forward eight and eight fall back
Just the ends are gonna box the gnat
Face to the middle, two ladies chain
Turn 'em boys and square thru
* *All the way 'round to the outside two
Right to the corner box the gnat
Grand right and left right after that
* *All the way 'round to the outside two
Right to the outside pull 'em through
Find old corner, left allemande . .

35

FABLE
By Jack Mann, Oakland, Calif.
Four ladies chain across the square
When you're set — the head pair
Will pass thru and split the land
Behind the side two couples stand
Two and four go box the gnat
Right and left grand the other way back ...

BREAK G-1
By Bill Castner, Pleasant Hill, Calif.
Allemande left
Box the gnat with your partner
Turn back, box the flea
Turn back, box the gnat
Turn back, box the flea
Same girl left allemande ..

LONGHORN RAMBLE
By Calvin Lambert, Houston, Texas
Four ladies chain across the ring
One and three, you bow and swing
Lead to the right and circle four
Head gents break and line up four
Go forward eight and back with you
Go forward again and square thru
Count four hands and when you're thru
All eight California twirl
Go right and left thru, two by two
Inside arch, dive thru, pass thru.
Half square thru the outside two
Join hands, make a line of four
Go forward out and back with you
Then bend the line and cross trail thru
Allemande left . . .

COFFEE DETAIL
By Ken Oburn, Campbell, Calif.
Head two couples right and left thru
Same two ladies chain you do
New #1 bow and swing
Down the middle and split the ring
Round one to a four in line
Forward and back, keep in time
Forward again bend the line
Forward eight and back with you
Forward eight double pass thru
Leads turn back reverse the 0
Opposite left, partner right
Opposite left not too far
Partner right, wrong way thar
Back up men in a four hand star
Shoot the star to a left allemande.

FUN GIMMICK
LITTLE STINKER
By Milton Lease, Palm Springs, Calif.
Four ladies chain three quarters around
Turn a new girl and settle down
Heads to the right, right and left thru
New head ladies chain to the left of you
New sides to the right, right and left thru
New side ladies chain to the left of you
New heads to the right, right and left thru
New head ladies chain to the left of you
New sides to the right, right and left thru
New side ladies chain left, watch it man
Catch her by the left, like a left allemande
Go all the way around to a right and left grand.
PERRY'S GIMMICK
By Herb Perry, Lancaster, Calif.
Forward eight and back with you
Two and four do a right and left thru
Head two ladies chain, turn 'em Joe
We got new corners so here we go
Head couples center and trail on thru
Separate and go round one
Into the center, star by the left
Half way, pick up new corner with arm around
Star promenade just walk on around
Back out with a full turn around
Circle up eight as you come around
Just the ladies forward and back
Pass thru divide the land
Behind the gents there you stand
Forward eight and back with you
Forward again and double pass thru
Gents U turn back, right and left grand
It's a grand right and left around the set.

36

NOT REAL GEORGE
By Bill Hansen, West Covina, Calif.
Four ladies chain across the set
Turn around that brand new pet
Heads to the right and circle up four
Head gents break and line up four
Forward eight and back that way
The inside two do a half sashay
All pass thru across the set
You bend the line go forward and back
All pass thru and the ends turn in
Into the middle and box the gnat
Right and left thru the other way back
Pass thru then split those two
Around one and line up four
Forward eight and back that way
The inside two do a half sashay
End four let's box the gnat, allemande left .

• • •

CROSSING DIXIE
By Bob Dennington, San Diego, Calif.
One and three half sashay
Cross trail while you're that way
Go round two and line up four
Forward eight and back once more
Center four cross trail thru
Go round one, lady in the lead
Dixie chain don't take all night
Lady go left, gent go right, around one
Into the center, box the gnat
Right and left thru the other way back
Then a half sashay and pass thru
Split those two and line up four
Forward eight and back with you
Forward again and square thru
Three-quarter round to the rhythm of the band
Find your corner, left allemande.
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FLASH! IMPORTANT NEWS!
Lloyd Shaw Recordings is embarking
upon an exciting enterprise.
We present the first in a series of recordings for contra dancing, magnificently played by

FRED BERGIN'S SQUARE DANCE ORCHESTRA
Photo by Palette & Lens

and superbly called by

DON ARMSTRONG

Jim Pearson — St. Petersburg, Fla.
IF ENTHUSIASM, a good sense of timing,
1 personality, good-will and hard work mean
anything on the road to success, then Jim
Pearson should be on that road. It was in 1954
that Jim and his wife Noriene were invited to
a spaghetti dinner after which their hosts
sneaked in a square dance.
A few weeks after this first exposure to
square dancing Jim came under the influence
of the late Gus Walsh who introduced Tim to
the calling part of the square dance picture.
Less than a year later Jim taught his first class
and opened the popular Treasure Island Square
Dance.
Realizing the importance of regular weekly
classes and after much talk and twisting of
arms, the Pearsons convinced their city recreation department, also, and two classes were
added to the recreation program.
In a short time Jim helped the dancers to organize the Suncoast's largest adult clubs, Mr.
Sun's Sets and Hicks and Chicks, followed by
the formation of Teen-Twirlers.
Not only is Jim active to the hilt in square
dancing; he is also recognized as one of Florida's
leading round dance instructors, having served
as chairman of the first Florida Round Dance
Convention held last December.
To date Jim has worked on just about every
committee for local and state dance affairs;
was president of the Suncoast Callers' Assn. in
1957; was on the educational committee for
the Short Course at the State University; does
a six-weeks' calling tour each summer and was
on the staff of Rainbow Lake Institute.
Added to all this, the Pearsons have opened
their own hall, the Ox-Bow, in St. Petersburg,
keeping it alive with squares and rounds the
whole week through.
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Ready now
#163 '164 HOMOSASSA HORN PIPE
(Flip — instrumental)

The dance is a modern arrangement of
traditional figures by Don Armstrong.
The music — the great old "Bickett's
Hornpipe."
Contra dancing is square dancing, but
its different arrangement provides fine
variety in an evening of squares.
These recordings are graded to make a
progressive pattern. Don't miss this first
one, and watch for the next release.
And don't miss the one that is already out:

#209-45 BROKEN SIXPENCE —

1

called by Don Armstrong

#157- BROKEN SIXPENCE
instrumental (78 rpm)

ALSO — two glorious rounds:

#221-45 SWEET DREAMS
a heavenly, simple waltz by
Carlotta Hegemann
to a perfectly heavenly tune.

#222-45 THE IRISH WALTZ
an absolutely great modern waltz that
drifted from Ireland to Canada, and to
us via Montana. The music is
"Toora-loora-loora."
Pure Vinyl 45's
Indestructible and non-wearing
Ask for our catalog.

PLOShaw

RECORDINGS, INC.
P. 0. Box 203,
Colorado Springs, Colorado
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45 RPM RECORD CASE

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
• Sturdy lightweight steel

• 8 1/2 x 5 1/2 x 8 in.
• Complete with set of index dividers, gummed labels,
master index file • Holds sixty 45 RPM records
• Bronze Hammertex enamel finish • Brass-plated

Model 745-60

$350
plus 45c

safety catch • Finger-fitting plastic luggage-type handle
for postage and handling Calif: Add 4 0/0 sales tax

Callers' Supply Company 41)
P. 0 BOX 48547, LOS ANGELES 48, CALIFORNIA
Eight Spinaway with a Half Sashay: From an

CORRECTION IN THE BASICS

In the February issue, listed under Basics
21-30, number 27 was listed incorrectly and
should have read:

(27) Eight Rollaway with a Half Sashay:
From an Allemande Thar Star the men move

to the outside and the ladies move to the inside
with a left arm swing. At this point each dancer does a half left face turn and joins right
arms with the same lady, now in the center.
The ladies in the center move forward while
the men on the rim walk backward.

Allemande Thar Star, the men left face roll to
the outside and the ladies left face roll to the
inside where the ladies make a Left Hand Star
and move forward and the men are on the rim
moving backwards.
FESTIVAL IN LAS VEGAS

April 29-30 are the dates set for the 5th Ann.
Square Dance Festival in Las Vegas, Nev. Bill
Castner and Bob Van Antwerp will handle
squares; the Richards will instruct rounds.

Just for fun, before deciding...
"Shop Around"! Wise and informed buyers
usually do. We believe you will select, as have
thousands of others, Bettina Dresses. They're
so superbly styled, beautifully constructed, and
moderately priced. Truly to be worn,

JUST FOR FUN!
Your copy of our "Portable Showroom" with

i llustrations, descriptions, guarantees and prices
will be promptly sent upon request without
any charge.

BILL BETTINA
2110 N.W. Miami Court, Miami 37, Florida
Inquiries also invited from rated stores

Style #14-20-S
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• Soft Ballet Leather
• Elasticized Top
7 Colors: 5.50*

Paul and Edna Tinsley — Ottumwa, Iowa

DAUL AND EDNA TINSLEY team up to
I cover both square and round dance phases
of the dancing activity. Paul teaches and calls
while Edna teaches the round dance classes
and workshops, planning and conducting the
round dance portion of the Tinsley schedule.
These two dedicated people will serve as
Chairmen of the Round Dance Workshops for
the 1960 National Square Dance Convention
to be held in Des Moines next June.
They started dancing about eight years ago
and were introduced to round dancing at an
Institute at Kirkwood Lodge in 1954. Since
then they have attended festivals, institutes
and workshops to gain additional knowledge
and technique from national leaders.
The Tinsleys have served in many capacities
to further dancing. They were on the staff at
Kirkwood Lodge as well as Chula Vista Institute at Wisconsin Dells, in 1959. They have
been featured at festivals in Oklahoma City;
Camdenton and Springfield, Mo.; Osakaloosa,
Montezuma and Muscatine, Iowa and Paul has
called at conventions and on television programs.
Believing that round dancing and square

FIRST

2l

black, yellow,
light blue, white,
pink, red,
turquoise.

7.50*
24K Gold
or silver
kidskin.
Jeweled
toes

Full Sole
1/4"

foam rubber concealed heel—jeweled, gold corded
Sizes 4-10—narrow or medium widths.
DEALERSHIPS AVAILABLE I
*Plus 25c for parcel post.
In Ohio add 3% sales tax.

AZZ
1855 OAKLAND PARK
COLUMBUS, OHIO

WHAT SIZE IS YOUR
CLUB? WE CAN OUTFIT
YOU FREE!
Whether you have 75, 50 or as few as 25

members, we can provide you with the right
size coffee maker for your club— all absolutely
free. Have fun at the same time .

d'edifai

SQUARE DANCE
Featuring that Nationally Known
Caller and Recording Artist —

BASIL PICKETT
from Brownsburg, Indiana

May 12, 1960
$2.00 per Couple
For Reserved Tickets write:

Tulip Time Festival, Inc., Civic Center
150 W. 8th St., Holland, Michigan
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Write for details on
how you can get these percolators and other
prizes the easy Premium Plan way.

462 N. Robertson Blvd.
Los Angeles 48, Calif.
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LATEST RELEASES ON THESE OUTSTANDING LABELS
SWINGING SQUARE

BOGAN

BLUE STAR
1543 — I OVERLOOKED AN ORCHID
Jack Livingston, caller
Flip, 45 & 78 rpm
1544 — THINKING OF YOU
Jack Livingston, caller
Flip, 45 & 78 rpm

1113 — EVERYTHING'S NICE ABOUT YOU
Nathan Hale, caller — 45 only
1112 — POCKET FULL OF
DREAMS —flip, 45 & 78
Nathan Hale, caller

2309 — DON'T SAY ALOHA WHEN
I GO — flip, 45 only
Eddy Prather, caller

RHYTHM RECORDS - RRC 103
Rhythms for Primary Grades

We carry all square and round dance labels — Write us if your dealer cannot supply you

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, 323 W. 14th St., Houston, Tex.
dancing go together, a conversation with the
Tinsleys will reveal that they lean towards
those round dances which can also be enjoyed
by square dancers. The square dancer who
does not round dance has missed the complete
enjoyment of the square dance program," says
Edna and goes on, the very clean, wholesome
atmosphere of square and round dancing make
them particularly suited to family entertainment. With this belief we enter into a community program with churches, 'Y's' and community activities."

GEMS FROM THE OTHER PUBLICATIONS
(Charlie Baldwin in New England Caller)
... "The biggest boost every square dancer
and square dance organization can give square
dancing this fall is to sell new people on taking
a beginner's class. We have all the organizations, local, regional and national, needed to
carry on our program. What we need is more
dancers. Thousands of them. Just think of the
tremendous increase in numbers we would enjoy if every couple now dancing interested one
new couple. Wow!" . (September, 1959)

FAULKNER'S IS SQUARE DANCE HEADQUARTERS
SHOES for 1960

NEWCOMB for 1960

FIDDLESHANKS
Square dancer's favorite, She can
dance all night on a cloud in beauty
and comfort in these light stepping
slippers of soft cowhide with durable
fiddle outer sole and soft air foam
cushion inner soles.
Colors: black-white-red-pink-turquoise.
Sizes 4-10 $5.50 Gold & Silver $6.95
Medium width
Fiddleshank with 1/2" heel — $5.95

ESPADRILLA
The perfect shoe for couple dancing
Soft sole ballerina with air foam cushion
inner sole. It molds to your foot.
Same colors as fiddleshank.

TR 1625-2
f.o.b.
Kansas City

Please add 35c postage on orders under $10.00.

The finest in Newcomb's 25 watt models. 2 casesaudio unit separate;two 12" dual cone, 30 watt
speakers in standard split case. A most desirable
general purpose system. $187.50 Cash Price

Postage paid on shoe orders over $10.00.

Terms: $27.50 down, $14.81 per mo. for 12 mos.

You'll want a pair in each color

13.95

Gold & Silver $5.95

Missouri orders add 2% sales tax

8315 Wornall Road, Kansas City 14, Missouri • Phone Highland 4-3110 sOpen Thurs. eves.
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MEET THE TWO
NEWEST MEMBERS OF THE "FLIP" FAMILY
"THE VARMINTS" DO IT AGAIN WITH
H-103-A — ORANGE BLOSSOM SPECIAL — HOEDOWN
Flip 'side — ORANGE CRUSH — WITH CALLS BY HORACE HALL

A NEW SOUND IN SQUARE DANCE RECORDS
Music by: MARVIN AND HIS MAGIC STRINGS
H-104-A — GRAND PROWL — SINGING INSTRUMENTAL
Flip /side — GRAND PROWL — CALLED BY HORACE HALL
This record may be used with either Grand Prowl or Grand Square

A PAIR OF SNAPPY HOEDOWNS WITH THE VARMINT BEAT
H-101-A — BATTLE OF NEW ORLEANS — HOEDOWN
H-101-B — BLACK MOUNTAIN RHYTHM — HOEDOWN
RECORD REVIEW CALLS THIS A BEAUTIFUL INSTRUMENTAL
H-102-A — SALTY DOG BREAKDOWN — HOEDOWN
Flip side — HASHING THE SALTY DOG — WITH CALLS BY HORACE HALL
FOUR BEAUTIFUL ROUNDS FOR YOUR DANCING PLEASURE
R-501-A — LOUISIANA WALTZ
R-501-B — CATCH A FALLING STAR
R-502-A — BLUE DANCING SHOES
R-502-B — BUTTONS AND BOWS
RECORD STORES CONTACT YOUR NEAREST DISTRIBUTOR
Produced by

EDWARDS RECORD SERVICE P.O. BOX 194, PARK RIDGE, ILLINOIS

SETS in ORDER. MARCH, '60
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(More letters, from page 6)
of beginners. We also were called on to appear
at the Filipino American Friendship Fiesta .. .
where we gave demonstration of American
style folk dancing. It also gave us a chance to
stimulate enough interest in square dancing to
start a new class . . .
Dorothy Moore
Bataan, The Philippines
Dear Editor:
We run a square dance at the Moose
Hall every Friday night. We have a 5-piece
band for round dances or squares. We have
2 sax, 1 trumpet, drum and piano. These same
fellows double to 2 fiddles, drum, bass and
piano. We start at 9 o'clock; dance to 2. At
twelve o'clock we serve free lunch . . . We have
a crowd from 250 and up as high 537 people
. . . This is our 27th year of square dances.
Red Jorgensen
Marilla, N.Y.
Dear Editor:
. It's our feeling that round and square
dancing should be geared to the pleasure of as
many people as possible. Also, we feel that mixing benefits all . . . and thoughtfulness towards
beginners gives square dancing some necessary
impetus . . .
Bill and Helen Putzer
Appleton, Wisc.
Dear Editor:
The Friendly Square Dance Club wishes to
take this opportunity to thank you for the nice
article in the (January 1960) issue on our new
square dance home. We would like to extend
an invitation to each and every one of your
readers to visit and dance with us at the Red
Barn in Clarkwood any time they are down our
wav . . .
Bob Burns, Corpus Christi, Texas

Dear Editor:
Now I would like to pass on to you a little
idea that came to me after watching one of
our local callers beat his dancers to death "trying to raise their level." I have made a signboard like this and hung it over the caller's
stall in my cellar,
"Give me the skill to always call
That every dancer in the hall
Can follow in rhythm, comfort and grace
And never feel he is out of place."
L. W. Grieve
Wilmington, Dela.
Dear Editor:
. .. There is a . .. service I would like to see
your magazine try to perform . How about
some sample club rules? We have trouble with
membership rules in particular. Officers hate to
be the ones to drop people from a club but it
is just not fair to hold their membership place
on the floor, with them not there, and to have
people on a waiting list that would be regular
attenders. Is there a "kind" way of taking care
of this situation? . . .
Jane Black
Elkhart, Ind.
Yes. A sample club constitution was run (page 12,
April 1958) in Sets in Order and we plan other
articles along this line in a coming issue. Editor.

Dear Editor:
. . . On the "new basics," I guess my puzzlement (is) a matter of semantics. In my mind
I think of "Basic Basics," Allemande Left, etc.;
"Basics," Allemande Thar, Cross Trail, etc.;
and "Advanced Figures." But I guess the
Square Thru's, Dixie Chains, etc. are being
used so much that they are basic to dancing
anywhere but our own area. I will now label
them "Advanced Basics" . . .
Beth Cockrell
Waynesboro, Va.

Everything for a
Perfect Weekend!
• DANCE WORKSHOPS
•CALLERS' CLINICS
•PARTY DANCES
•AIR-CONDITIONED
BALLROOM
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APRIL FOOL

WEEKEND

Fri., Sat., Sun., April 1-2-3

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA

The Hotel Van Orman will be
headquarters for the entire
weekend. Delicious meals and
after-dance snacks. Every room
with private bath. A full program of Squares and Rounds.

WRITE TODAY!
B Bar T WEEKEND INSTITUTE
16658 TRACEY
DETROIT 35, MICHIGAN
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Dear Editor:
. We don't know for sure but we have a
feeling that all the letters sent to the Mayor of
Portland will be paying off. Present feeling is
that the Hayloft will be saved and that we will
be able to dance in it for quite some time. A
statement was made by a member of the board
administering the urban renewal development
that they could hardly destroy a building that
had an international reputation and was so
widely known over the U.S....
Chet Held
Portland, Ore.
All of you folks who sent in letters — the dancers
in Oregon thank you. Editor.

Dear Editor:
Of late the record companies have been producing records (singing calls) and you have to
buy two (2) and three (3)- records to obtain
the records you want. At one time you could
buy a flip record and that was that. Now you
buy a record with two singing calls and if you
want the instrumental, you have to buy two
other records.
The producer of records .. . must think the
public is stupid and take anything you hand

DANCE AT THE
SUNNY HILLS BARN

II I
SUNNYHILLS
BARN

IOWI ISI!11111

out, but you're wrong. We callers will buy
someone else's record, or flip producers . . .
Joseph Ferraro
Philadelphia, Pa.
Whoa man! — Wait just one minute. Most square
dance recording companies are interested in selling records. If they feel they can sell more, and
thereby be of greater service by doing flip sides
(calls on one side — instrumental on the other)
then you'll find them all doing flip recordings.
Too many callers have shown a desire to have
two dances on one record. Perhaps some of you
other folks might like to air your views on the
subject. Editor.

Dear Editor:
. . . Some callers . always seem to be able
to . .. complain and carp with the thought that
present day square dancing is anything but
dancing, and will result in the complete deterioration of the movement .. .
I dissent . . . The two camps can be divided
into — (a) the hobby dancers who dance at
least once a week and (b) those who approximate once a month . .. To group (b) . . . it
seems enough for them to use the same familiar
never-to-be-forgotten basics they learned in
their first class.
Group (a) . . . should not be begrudged their

Another Great Album
L.P. SH 1003

"SATURDAY NIGHT
AT SUNNY HILLS"
As called by Bub Ables
Only $3.98

Saturday Night
Schedule
Mar. 5—Joel Pepper
Mar. 12—Arnie
Kronenberger
Mar. 19—Buzz Brown
Mar. 26—Glen Story
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Like our Album SH 1002 which was called by Glen
Story, this Album was actually recorded at the barn
on a Saturday night. An evening of fun is in store

for you when you dance to the callers and good
music on this album.

SUNNY BILLS RECORDS
1600 SUNNY CREST • FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA
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SUMMER INSTITUTE
In the Heart of

NORTHERN MICHIGAN'S
VACATION WONDERLAND

Week of JULY 3-8
Featuring

* JOHNNY LE CLAIR
* DAVE TAYLOR
* The STAPLETONS
An ultra modern, luxurious resort.
Every room with private bath, roomy
closets and wall-to-wall carpeting .
Golf, tennis, horseback riding and
other sports facilities right on the
premises — heated swimming pool
too! Supervised childrens' activities
and a lay-away payment plan.

WRITE TODAY FOR

COLORFUL BROCHURE:

Address: L. JACKSON
16658 TRACEY
DETROIT 35, MICHIGAN
ONLY

S

$7:95

E

Plus 50c
postage
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Dear Editor:
. Your idea of listing the basic figures or
movements of square dancing will be greatly
appreciated, I know, It's about time someone
straightened out this whole "basics" conglomeration . . Besides the fact that this will be a
great service to us all, it will give me another
opportunity to talk "Sets in Order" subscriptions to my radio audience! . . .
Noreen Wilson, Regina, Sask., Canada
Dear Editor:
. . . I have followed closely your comments
as to what may be wrong with Modern Square
Dancing. The article by Ed Gilmore (S.I.O.
Nov., 1959) hits the nail on the head and all
I can say is Amen and let's have more comments from the various "name" callers.
George E. Wells, Columbus, Ohio
Dear Editor:
Here is an idea for a song for after the
Square Dance to the tune of "Auld Lang Syne:"
Should our square dancers be forgot
And never brought to mind?
Should our square dancers be forgot
And days of Auld Lang Syne?
For Auld Lang Syne, my dear,
For Auld Lang Syne;
We'll say goodnight and thanks to you
Till we square 'ern up again.
Mildred C. Ulrich, Glendale, Ohio
DANCE WITH SAFETY ON THAT
SLIPPERY FLOOR

• •

. . . Perfect DANCE DRESS!
You couldn't even buy the fabric and ric rac at

WHY TAKE CHANCES?

such a low price. And it's all cut out. Ready to
sew with easy instructions. Full 8 yard skirt.
Specify size 8-20 and color choice. White/turquoise trim, Navy/Red or Beige/Taffy trim.
Each with coordinated ric rac. Fabric is no-iron
Maricopa cotton. Send check or M. O. for $7.95
plus 50c postage or $6.95 plus 50c postage if
desired without ric rac.

Use The "VELCO" Twins
SLO-DOWN Powder to reduce slipping
SPEE-DUP Mild Dance Wax

KACHIPIA of Tucson
P.O. Box 6391

Tucson, Ariz.

ABSOLUTELY FREE!
STERLING HOPI INDIAN
BRACELET CHARM with each dress
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willingness to workshop and to workshop again
so that they can subsequently enjoy more and
more complicated figures and patterns . .
There is room for both camps, yes, and many
in-between. Let each enjoy his own range of
pleasure .. .
Phil Chasin, Merrick, L.I., N.Y.

ordered.

NO DUST - NO PARAFFIN - NO ABRASIVES

le oz. pkg. SLO-DOWN or 11 oz. pkg. SPEE-DUP postpaid—California, $1.30; Oregon & Washington, $1.40
All other States in the U.S.A. — $1.50

JOHNNY VELOTTA SUPPLY SERVICE
809 Palm Ave., W. Hollywood 46, Calif.
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ALREADY RELEASED AND AVAILABLE NOW!
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Called by BRUCE JOHNSON
#4180 - Instrumental
#4480 - With Calls

I'LL SEE YOU AGAIN
a lovely new waltz composed by Stan and Betty Andrews of Kansas City
with honey-smooth music by the George Poole Orchestra. This is an all
out routine that gives good dancers that feeling of pride that comes from
accomplishing a really fine piece of choreography.
1.4

CAKE WALK IN PORTUGAL
a different sort of two-step set to the delightful music of April In Portugal
by Jo Keller,now of Miami, who wrote the highly popular "Rhumba Rehan'!
The sophisticated and charming steps in this dance puts it in a class of its
own. Music by The George Poole Orchestra.
Windsor #4656-45 r.p.m.

Now available on
FOR CALLERS - INSTRUMENTAL SINGING SQUARES
*4105-0Id Fashioned Girl/Hurry, Hurry
*41 12-My Pretty Girl/Marching Thru Georgia
*4115-Comine Round The Mountain/
Hot Time In The Old Town Tonight
*4141-The Little Shoemaker/ Ready,
Willing & Able
*4144-Alabama Jubilee/Just Because
*4145-Trail Of The Lonesome Pine/
Floatin' Down To Cottontown
*4161-Honeycomb/flip side called
by Bruce Johnson

/1

'

S

FOR ROUND DANCE TEACHERS AND ROUND DANCERS
*4601-Narcissus/Altai Polka
*4602-Beautiful Ohio/Nola
*4605-All American Promenade
(new recording with full band)
Waltz Of The Bells
(shortened to 3 sequences)
*4619-Show Off Your Lady/Five Foot Two
*4624-Patty Cake Polka/Ramblin' Reuben
*4638-Blue Pacific Waltz
(shortened to 3 sequences)
While We Dream
(new coupling of 2 excellent dances)

Music by THE SUNDOUNERS BAND
*also available on 78 r.p.m. while stocks last
JUST FOR

DANCING

Windsor ReeoPas
5530 N. Rosemead Blvd.

Temple City, Calif.

ATTENTION RECORD DEALERS!
We're your best bet for securing the following labels:
AQUA
BLUE STAR
GRENN
KALOX
RAINBOW

BENZ
BLACK MOUNTAIN
BELMAR
B&E
BALANCE
FUN 'N FROLIC
DASH
FOLKRAFT
BOGEN
BROADCAST
J BAR L
HOEDOWN
IMPERIAL
INTRO
HAPPY HOUR
OLD TIMER
RANCH
KEENO
LONGHORN
MacGREGOR
SUNNY HILLS
SMART
SHAW
SETS IN ORDER
WINDSOR
WESTERN JUBILEE
SWINGING SQUARES

All records are 100% guaranteed for exchange, credit or refund. If your order will
total more than $25, dealers may phone us collect. JAckson 4779, wholesale only.

SQUARE DANCE DISTRIBUTORS

Denver Office: 1386 Dexter, Denver 20, Colo.

If its "Square Dance" Records - we got 'em

1815 DOUGLAS ST., OMAHA 2, NEBRASKA

OVERSEAS DATELINE

El Ferrol, Spain . . . Urb Tretter, ex president of the South Coast Assn. of Square Dancers of Long Beach, Calif., left on January 30
with his wife and son to take up a two-year
residence at El Ferrol, in the very most northwest tip of Spain. Urb, a civilian employe of
the Navy as well as an enthusiastic square
dancer, will be one of a nucleus crew to set up
a supply depot. The town of El Ferrol, with a
population of 80,000, is the birthplace of Generalissimo Franco and is the setting for numer-

ous festivals thruout the year. Quien sabeP
These may have a slight hoedown flavor before too long.
Wiesbaden, Germany . . . EASDLA, an organization whose membership is made up of
callers, leaders and other persons interested in
the European square dance movement, announces the formation of its first "Chapter" in
Madrid, Spain. The EASDLA holds monthly
meetings throughout Europe but due to distance, etc., it has always been impossible for
members from Spain, France and Germany to

MAC GREGOR RECORDS
NEW ROUND DANCES
#8555A — WHEN MY BABY SMILES AT ME
By Ross and Mabel Hatton, Minneapolis, Minnesota

#8555B LOVELAND WALTZ
By Harold and Myrtle Eisher, Sarasota, Florida

NEW INSTRUMENTAL HOEDOWNS
By Joe Maphis

#8565A EIGHTH OF JANUARY
#8565B HOME SWEET HOME

These records on 45 rpm only
Mac GREGOR RECORDS-729 South Western Ave., Los Angeles 5, Cal.
46
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13TH ANNUAL

Relay

Neroattaat

.56wate Veutee earitft
ATOP LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN, GOLDEN, COLORADO

at the LIGHTED LANTERN

Wally Schultz

Harper Smith

JULY 10 - AUGUST 14 (5 separate weeks)
Staff: Ray Smith, Harper Smith, Johnny LeClair, Bill Castner, Wally Schultz, Vaughn Parrish, Tex
Brownlee, Ernie Gross, Jim Moore, Bill Pappan, Bob and Helen Smithwick, Bill and Mary Lynn, Don
Roberts, Paul and Pauline Kermiet and Jerry Joris, etc.

Smithwicks

FEE: $58.50 per person (includes everything for a full 7 day week)

For further details write: PAUL J. KERMIET, Route 3, Golden, Colorado

get together at the same time. It was therefore
decided at the Paris Roundup last November 7
to formulate Chapters whose purpose would be
the same as that of the "Parent" organization.
Officers of the Parent organization are 17
Sgt. Tex Hencerling, Ramstein, Germany;
Capt. Thomas Estrada, Bad Kreuznach, Germany; CWO Mac McGuire, Wiesbaden and
Major Al Spencer, Wiesbaden. MI Sgt. and
Mrs. Mixer are Chairmen of the Spanish Chapter.
Wiesbaden, Germany... Major Al Spencer

of the Wiesbaden Kuntry Kuzins and Hanau
Hayseeds has started his first all-German group
in square dancing in Wiesbaden. Frau Doktor
Schoppe of the GA Women's Club has been of
great assistance to Al, she and her as band
being interested members of the group.
Tokyo, Japan . . . At the Far East Square
Dance Callers' Assn. Jamboree, waiters on the
Chuck Wagon were Japanese and, since all
occidentals look alike to Japanese, very likely
served some hungry square dancers a double
helping as they went thru the line twice!

ANOTHER SHOE CREATED FOR
SQUARE DANCERS BY THE
MAKERS OF PROMENADE PUMPS
So light! So comfortable! So distinctive! No laces or ribbons
needed to hold shoe in place. You will want them in several
shades to match your complete square dance wardrobe.
Designed with elasticized top for snug fit.
• OUTSIDE RUBBER HEEL
• GLOVE LEATHER
• DAINTY
REGULAR TYPE SOLE, YET EXTREMELY FLEXIBLE

COLOR COMBINATIONS ARE AVAILABLE ON
STYLES 200 & 300. PLEASE SPECIFY THE COLOR
B L8,
A
I E DESIRED ON THE EXTRA PIECE ON THE TOE AS
COLORS
WELL AS THE SHOE ITSELF.

Sizes: 4-10 Slim, Narrow & Medium Widths

$9.45

IN GOLD OR SILVER

$5.45

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY: When ordering by mail

send outline of foot while in sitting position.

Remote theatrical Shoe Company
rr- TC

•-%nr-%rn

A

nr-

11

, Ar"

Enclose check or money order. No C.O.D.'s.
Add 35c postage and handling. Michigan
residents add 3% sales tax.
NO R TH GRAND TRAVERSE • FLINT 3, MICHIGAN
509 NOR
MAILING ADDRESS, P. 0. BOX 148

New 1960 Catalogue - Patterns

RECORD DEALERS!

for

Your most centrally located source of
supply for better service on all square &
round dance records, books, and supplies

Square Dance
Apparel
Men's Shirt, Tie &
Vests, Women's &
Children's Wear
Send 25c for
catalogue to

All sales of records are 100% guaranteed
You can depend on us for
fast, accurate service.

Vee Gee
Pattern Co.
P. 0. Box 832, Dept. S

WEBSTER RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
124 W. Lockwood, Webster Groves 19, Mo.

San Leandro, Calif.

GEMS FROM THE OTHER PUBLICATIONS
(From Patter in NCASDLA Newsletter, Washington, D.C. — June, 1959)
"For what it is worth, I make a prediction
on square dance fashions. There will be a
calico comeback in square dance dresses. The
newer disciplined fabrics make shorter work
as far as washing and ironing of a dress goes.
One of the reasons the originality of the fresh
cotton dresses went out of fashion after the
first revival of square dancing was the hours
spent in washing and ironing just one dress.

The new cottons require little ironing and care
to keep their color and crispness. Fabric experts tell me that this fall will see the material
counter full of Americana designs. The newest
cottons will be quaint calico prints which hark
back to one of the most colorful periods in
American history. They will resemble in detail
the pioneer woman's homespun patterns.
"So, girls, let us get our original ideas working . . . Here will be a chance to run the gamut
of individuality in the creation of your costume
at a lower cost, too, than the squaw dress . ."

.." ."11/414/1 41951121,415fle .0.110411•41,141211/0.14/00 dlIA1/004116II

DANCE CLUB NAME SLOT BADGES
Made of light weight, clear plastic, with pictures of
dancers or club symbols in colors.
This badge can be supplied to a member immediately
simply by typing, printing or writing his name on the

JEANETTE
ANDERSO

blank slot insert card and slipping it into the patented
NEW larger slot

slot.

for wearer's name.

All fitted with jeweler's safety
clasp pins.

RICHARD
MILLER

ENGRAVED BADGES FOR PERSONAL OR CLUB USE
Engraved badges have white letters on black
or colored plastic.
Badges for officers, callers, callers' wives, etc., plus a large selection of
comical "GOOFIES"
(AN badges illustrated in reduced size )

Write us for full details and prices.

• WESTERN PLASTIC PRODUCTS.
1703 MAGNOLIA AVE., LONG BEACH 13, CALIF.
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Name and A
Town or Club
65c ea.
Name only
60c ea.

4

LOWELL, MASS.
•

DOROTHY
LAUER
SETS in ORDER, AAARCH, '60
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DEEP GROOVE' RECORDS

A Pair of Singing Calls for Fun Dancing
"APPLE FOR THE TEACHER"
"YOU MUST HAVE BEEN A BEAUTIFUL BABY"
GR 12019 with calls by Johnny Davis
GR 12020 is the instrumental

For the Hi-Frequency Dancers
"OCEAN WAVE WORKSHOP"
"RED HOT RIVER"
GR 12021 with calls by Johnny Davis

In Honor of
The Second Annual Ohio State Convention
"BUCKEYE HOEDOWN"
Coupled with a "real frantic" item

"RED HOT RIVER"
GR 12022 Instrumental

Manufactured by

GRENN, INC.

Box 16, Bath, Ohio

SEE YOUR DEALER FOR

FANCY DANCE PANTALOONS
PETTI-LOONS
CAMISOLES
BOUFFANT PETTICOATS

SCHILLER BROS., INC.

EIGHTH NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE
CONVENTION

b# the

31 East 32nd Street, New York 16, N. Y.

COIORADO CENTENNIAL COMMISSION

AUTHORIZED OFFICIAL
KNOTHEAD REPRESENTATIVES

IN GRATEFUI RECOGNITION
OF YOUR
OUTSTANOING CONTRIBUTION
TO THE

ALASKA Ed Adams 414-4th Ave., Anchorage
ALA. C. G. Burdette Jr. 1030 Homarda Dr., Anniston
ARIZ. Mike Michele 4133 North 7th St., Phoenix
CAL. Ed Ferrario 22341/2 Santa Clara Ave., Alameda
COLO. John Smith 3111-4th St., Boulder
CONN. Bob Merunka 71 South Street, Cromwell
D.C. & MD. Paul Hartman 3603 Weller Rd., Wheaton, Md
DEL. Ethel & Ken Lambert 210 Old Shawnee Rd., Milford
GEORGIA Billy Trunkey 5320 Riverview Rd., Atlanta
ILLINOIS John Hendron 310 Cook Blvd., Bradley
IND. Jack Livingston 5112 W. 12th St., Speedway
IOWA Val Seipp & H. C. O'Brien, YMCA, Dubuque
KANSAS Ed Weddle 216 N. 12th, Salina
KY. Ray Bohn 4611 Dover Rd., Louisville 16
MASS. Edith Murphy, Square Acres, Bridgewater
MICH. Wm. "Dub" Perry 3059 W. Dartmouth, Flint
MINN. Norm Viken, 5201 Duncraig Rd., Minneapolis 24
MISSISSIPPI Melvin Holly 2 Garden Circle, Jackson
MISSOURI Jerry Washburn 302 Woodlawn, Mexico
NEBR. Milo Stites 1120 W. 4th St., Grand Island
NEVADA Earl & Eliz. Long 1222 So. 8th Pl., Las Vegas
N. J. Marty Winter 22 Waverly Place, Cresskill
N. M. Dan E. Jamierson 2503 Cochiti, Farmington
N. Y. Chip Hendrickson 2962 Deen St., Oceanside
N. C. Dennis Ledbetter P. 0. Box 3, Edneyville
OHIO Gene Cornwell YMCA Spring & West, Lima
OKLA. Bill Pappan 107 Maple Lane, Norman
OREGON Art Gibbs 730 NW 21st, Portland
PENN. Tom Hoffman Danceland Ranch, Camp Hill
R. I. Jack Ambrose 197 Harvard St., Cranston 10
TENN. Nadine Higgins 471 Marianna St., Memphis
UTAH Milton DeGering 1526 Garfield, Salt Lake City 5
VA. Hillbilly Ruby 5424 Douglas St., Norfolk 9
WASH. Aqua Barn 960 Westlake, N., Seattle
W. VA. James F. Minx 1419 Spring St., Parkersburg
AUSTRALIA M. Kidd 8 Malvern Ave., Manly, New S. Wales
ALTA. Hitchin Post 11736 —95th St., Edmonton
B.C. Pete Prentice, 455 W. Broadway, Vancouver
ONT. Jack Batza P.O. Box 901 Sta. B, Ottawa
ENGLAND Peter King 62 School Rd., Ashford, Middlesex
JAPAN Col. A. C. Thompson, 2944A. Hq. 41st Air Div.,
Box 78, APO 994, San Francisco, Calif.
(R)KNOTHEAD information can be obtained from:

FINALE ON EIGHTH
As a final grace note to terminate publicity
on the 8th National Square Dance Convention
which took place at Denver we have word of
a handsome plaque presented to the Convention Committee by the Colorado Centennial
Commission. It reads, "In grateful recognition
of your outstanding contribution to the Colorado 'Rush to the Rockies'." A photo of the
plaque mounted against one of the convention
posters was sent out to his erstwhile committee
heads and others by George Nichols, General
Chairman.

LOOK

CALLERS
DANCERS

BADGES that "SAY HELLO
Any color, shape, style or design — can copy any badge,
motif — Send sketch for free club sample.
Large or small orders 5 - 7 days service
Satisfaction Guaranteed — Prices 60c & up
Also: Sound Equipment — Carry full stock of Califones,
Newcombs, Mikes, Tapes, Monitors, Var. Speed Motors.
Square Craft authentic jewelry — Handmade wear for
men & women. Write for particulars

Write for our list of Goofy and Fun Badges
PLASTIC ENGRAVERS — 1

WASHINGTON KNOTHEADS

BOB ROTTMAN — BEverly 3-5527

c/o Ray Lang, P. 0. BOX 786, BOTHELL, WASHINGTON

11041 So. Talman Ave., Chicago 43, Illinois
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BE A
TALLER
CALLER
WITH

NEVVCOMB
If."1111111481111411

Increase your stature with a Newcomb
TR-1656M-X4 Portable Sound System,
badge of office of Top Professional
Callers everywhere, This is your instrument...your Stradivarius...your Steinway... your Newcomb sound system.
Every professional who appears before
the public knows the importance of
displaying his talents through the very
finest instrument he can find. Newcomb helps you look good. Newcomb
makes you sound great. This new
model — the TR - 1656M X4 — gives you
power and control never before available in a portable system. It has a new
four-speed motor with variable tempo
control. A 56 watt amplifier and four,
new, super-efficient, 60 watt, dual-cone
loudspeakers project your voice and
music into the farthest corners of the
hall. The basic high fidelity of the outfit, together with highly effective tone,

The panel of the TR-1656M-X4 is slanted so that you can operate controls from standing or sitting position. It is fully illuminated and has two jeweled pilot lamps. Three microphone inputs.
Channel 3 is used for either mike or phono. For voice intelligibility record bass control does not
affect channels I and 2.

mixing, and volume controls and filters,
achieve a new high in intelligibility.
of the ballroom so that the dancers are

The TR-1656M-X4 is only one model in the vast Newcomb line. And here is told only part of the
story_ Write for your free copy of the new Newcomb Transcription Player Catalog.

Under your control at all times.

NEWCOMB AUDIO PRODUCTS CO., Dept. S03, 6824 Lexington Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.

You trim your sound to the acoustics

LARGE DO-SI-DO
SCRAPBOOK 141/2"x12"
and ALBUM 14"x14"
Embossed in Full Color,
Padded, Western Tan
Leatherette, Expansion
Feature. Only $3.95 each
SAVE — Both only $7.50. Gift Boxed
Additional Fillers $1.25 each. We Pay Postage

DANINE'S
416 Union Avenue, Irvington, New Jersey

FREE
RECORD
BONUS OFFER
. . . Send for new MASTER RECORD SERVICE
CATALOG — Square & Round Dance records
classified alphabetically, albums, books, stationery, P. A. Systems, dancing shoes, plus
many other hard to get items.

WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION
4133 N. 7th Street
Phoenix, Arizona
Home of Mike Michele's Square Dance Barn

CALIFORNIA SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION
The group heading planning of the 7th CaliMarch 26, 1960. Luncheon at the Town &
Gown on the S.C. Campus and the After Party
fornia State Square Dance Convention on
April 8-10 at the Los Angeles Memorial Sports
at the Police Academy are on a first-come, firstserved basis.
Arena is comprised of: Bob Paden, Sheri Callahan, Phil Anderson, Charles Pohlmann, Herb
Panels will generally be as follows: on Friday, Club Organization; on Saturday, Club
Phillips, Bennett Peterson, Lee Dionne, Al
Piers, Bill Bergstrom, Earle Thompson, George
Organization #2, Party Punches (gimmicks for
Elliott, Walt Woodham, Larry Ward, Lou Best
square dance parties), Callers on Standardizaand- Edna Belyea.
tion, Why, What and How of Dancers' Assns.,
Dressmaking, Publications; on Sunday ClubRegistrants can save 50c per couple per day
if they will get their registrations in before Sponsored Beg. Classes, Caller-Dancer Relations.

$24.95 COTTON GEORGETTE
Metallic Trim
Style #752

Colors: Black, Coral

Turquoise with Silver Trim,
and Creme with Gold Trim.

Three quarter or short sleeve
-

Sizes 8 to 20 (For a trim fit
order one size smaller than usual)

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Enclose check or money order

SCOTT COLBURN'S
'N„,a, Send for
Complete
Catalog
fr
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SQUARE DANCE SPECIALTIES
14600 GRAND RIVER, DETROIT 27, MICH.

SETS in ORDER, MARCH, '60

"JOE LEWIS STARTS HIS SUMMER TOUR JUNE 1st"
Dear Square Dancers:
It is again time for me to schedule the dances for our summer tour throughout our country and Canada. We will probably be near your city. If you would
like Joe to call for you, just write to 2940 North Haven, Dallas 29, Texas, for
information. The accordion, which now contains an electric bass and guitar,
gives the dancers full-band feeling in their dancing — it gives Joe complete freedom for medleys, new tunes, etc.
Sincerely yours,

CLAIRE LEWIS
(More programs — from page 23)
San Diego, Calif . Jeans & Calico-13 years old—Caller, Dale Durbin
—

Loose Talk
Half & Half
Tennessee Two Step
Red Wagon
Love Me

Ends Duck Out
Pussy Cat
Gotta Be My Baby
Square Thru Varia.
Left Footer's One-Step

Dixie Grand Canyon
Trudie
Second Fling
Shuffle Who
Laughing Dancers

Birmingham, Ala. Grand Squares-1 year old— Caller, Ralph Kinnane
—

Busy Ends
Darktown Strutters' Ball
Summer Breeze
Triple Duck
Bells On My Herat
Siesta In Sevilla
Air Hammer

Watermelon Time
Bambina
Truly Yours
Lucky Lips
Bye Bye Blues
Dixie Pea Picker
Walking My Baby Back Home

I

lar 5

Last Night
Dealers' Choice
Alabama jubilee
Del Rio
Arkansas Prowler
Grand Square Quadrille
Who's Sorry Now

our 10th consecutive year with

S/D VACATIONERS
ewe
w
2 SESSIONS—July 17-22, Aug. 21-26

1c
L

with • AL BRUNDAGE at West Point, New York
• MAX FORSYTH
• LEE HELSEL
• Dub Perry • Curley Custer • Lou Hildebrand • Art Harris
• Tom and Betty-Jayne Johnston

t

plus LUXURY LIVING
INVIGORATING PROGRAM
DELUXE FACILITIES
COMPLETE CHILDREN'S PROGRAM
AL BRUNDAGE Vacations
4s405
ifilikanocimq

I,
ow
"
t
1
10
r
444,,
Li-
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U LE

WRITE —

11 DOVER ROAD
WESTPORT, CONNECTICUT
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LONGHORN
RECORDSBox 271, Kilgore, Texas
THE NEW YEAR BRINGS A NEW SOUND
ON LONGHORN RECORDS —
"THE LONE STAR RAMBLERS BAND"
They are the Pride of East Texas and you will know why
when you try these two new singing calls by Red Warrick
with Instrumentals by Lone Star Ramblers

#129 MONA LISA/flip instrumental
#130 MACK THE KNIFE/flip instrumental

We also hope you will enjoy our after party record, just
for listening:
#500 OLD BUSTER/LET'S HAVE AN AFTERPARTY

ION 80

SQUARE GEMS
Country Capers Club in Oregon found a
clever use for Sets in Order calendars. When
giving them for door prizes during December
and January, they typed in the name and hall
in which they danced, on the corresponding
dates. They found it a very inexpensive way
to advertise and the winners always enjoyed
the calendars.
Marge Popp of Portland, Ore., receives a crisp new onedollar bill for her Square Gem.

Dancers in Powell, Wyoming, used a unique
method to attract public attention to their
Jamboree last summer. One local store has three
dance-couples among its employes and so decorated their window with life-size square dance

LAKE
SQUARE
DANCE
INSTITUTE
BREVARD, NORTH CAROLINA
"In the Land of Waterfalls"

2nd year. JULY 18 - AUGUST 14
Week of Aug. 1-7 Sold Out

* GEORGE CAMPBELL
* JIM and NORIENE PEARSON
Luxurious duplex cabins with private baths, no
charge for children under 6 years, baby sitters,
supervised activities.
Golf, archery, swimming, fishing, gem stone collecting.
Add to this: good home cooked food and the high,
cold air of the Smokies and you have ❑ real square
dance vacation.
Our motto is:

"BE PREPARED TO BE PAMPERED"

For brochure write to GEORGE CAMPBELL
1551 N.W. 131st, Miami 68, Florida

NIL

cut-outs, two squares of them. They were fashioned from corrugated cardboard and handpainted by the father of Walter Scott, who also
made similar figures about a foot high to serve
as table decorations at the Jamboree potluck
dinner. The gaily painted figures were hung
from the ceiling by a fine thread so that when
touched by an errant breeze they moved with
life-like ease. The display attracted considerable attention in the town.
For this Square Gem, a crisp new one-dollar bill goes to
Walter Scott, Powell, Wyo.

#8147 — WHAM BAM
Written and called by Fred Bailey
Music The Four Squares

#8148 — LOOK ON THE GOOD SIDE
Written and called by Johnny Schultz
Music by Jerry Jacka Trio
Available 78 and 45 Speed
At Your Dealers Now
For Complete Listing send 4c to:

OLD TIMER RECORD COMPANY
All Square and Round Dance Records Now $1.45

708 EAST WELDON, PHOENIX, ARIZONA

,SETS in ORDER, MARCH, '60

A REAL
SQUARE DANCE TREAT

SQUARE DANCE
with
Bob Page

Kit

Bob Page
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He brings you a
beautifully balanced
evening of fun with
a few of the very popular
singing calls interspersed
with an excellent selection
of challenging patter calls.
Bob performs like the veteran
that he is in a style which makes you want to dance.

S.1.0. Long Playing Album #4010

I "Wonder" who's waltzing with "Nellie" tonight. "Nellie" to the
tune of "Wait Till the Sun Shines Nellie" is a real lively two-step
written by Hunter and Jeri Crosby of Three Rivers, California.
"Wonder Waltz" to the tune of "I Wonder Who's Kissing Her
Now" is a nice flowing comfortable waltz written by Wes and
Bea Coyner of Pinehurst, California.

S.1.0. X3112 NELLIE/WONDER WALTZ
AT YOUR DEALERS

The dances are:
Watch Out • Luke's Special
Eight Chain Thru • Wheeling Dixie
Half a Wave • Shooting Star
Mighty Nice • Kansas City
China Town • Second Fling
Face in the Moon

RECORDS

Squaw Dresses

Regular, Large
and Junior Sizes

beautifully designed in Cotton Georgette and in Zuni
Send 25e for COMPLETE
folder with illustrations,
dress and yardage samples.

By the Yard . . .

FREE on request: Yardage
samples only of Georgette,
Zuni and Braids.

Cotton Georgette . .. the finest quality

in more than 20 beautiful colors.
Zuni Cloth .. . no-iron, semi-sheer, durable.
Braids ... ornamental and with Gold, Silver
or Copper, keyed to Georgette and
Zuni colors.
Accessory Trims .. . attractive and unusual.

.0°0ROUND DANCE ANALYSIS
•0cb
•0 •
Results of the national poll taken periodically
to determine "corners" in the round dance field,
go like this: Round dances on the square dance
level; (1) Happy Waltz edged out (2) Foolish
Fancy by 1 point, followed by (3) Bye Bye
Blues and (4) tied, Lucky Polka and It Had To
Be You. Round dances for the more advanced
round dancers saw ( I) Summer Breeze out in
front, followed by (2) Bambina and (3) Gold
& Silver Waltz .

Dept. 3
1405 Jewell Ave. Topeka, Kan.

ADVERTISING IN ENGLAND
By Jack Smith — Southall, Middlesex, England
Last fall the British Association of American
Square Dance Clubs put on an advertising
campaign for square dancing which was most
effective. The General Election for Parliament
inspired an advertising gimmick in the form
of a poster which the committee cooked up. It
was quite simple, reading, "Vote for Square
Dancing, One of the Better Things in Life."
Some of the posters were given out just like

Again, Your Invitation
to a

To make your

Vacation in Paradise

Vacation in Paradise

with
Squares and Rounds
in a setting to meet
the most exacting
tastes; Dance Hall
completely
Air-Conditioned
Perfect Accoustics
World Famous Cuisine

more complete:
An I8-hole private
Golf Course; luxurious
Swimming Pool; hard
surface Tennis and
Badminton Courts,
Horseshoe Pitching
and Shuffle Board,
Boating, Fishing,
Riding Stables nearby

For Brochure write:
IRENE HEIMBACH
13020 So. Greenwood Ave.
Blue Island, Illinois

V
56

JOE LEWIS
Dallas, Texas

"DOC" HEIMBACH MAX FORSYTH
Blue Island, III.

Indianapolis, Ind.

VACATION IN PARADISE
AT

SUPERVISED ACTIVITIES
FOR CHILDREN

Fabulous Nippersink Manor
GENOA CITY, WISCONSIN

1

July 4th to July 9th
ROUNDS

P

Bob and Helen Smithwick
San Diego, California

P
SETS in ORDER, MARCH, '60

PAIRS 'N SQUARES
New Record Releases

10th Annual Summer Institute

801 - CARRY ON - Harold Harton
802 - I GET THE BLUES - Don Armstrong
803 - WAIT FOR THE WAGON Marie Armstrong
804 - SHOULD I? - Earle Park

July 2 - 9, 1960

ASTON VILLA on LAKE MUSKOKA
near Bracebridge, Ont.

DON and MARIE ARMSTRONG
EARLE PARK, HAROLD HARTON
BASIL VALVASORI and JOYDA PARRY

45 RPM - Flip Instrumental
Dealer Inquiries Invited

Write: HAROLD HARTON, BOX 126, WILLOWDALE, ONT., CANADA

that but others had different clubs' halls and
their times of meeting printed beneath the
main poster. These were given to the clubs
concerned for distribution.
One enterprising club hired a van with public address equipment and went around their
home town in true election campaign manner.
Another gimmick we have found efficient for
starting a conversation with non-square-dancers
is a small gummed label which reads, "I'm a
Square" in large type and underneath, in
smaller type, "Dancer." One of these on a suit-

case or handbag soon attracts attention.
We have had decals printed on gummed
paper to be used on letters written by the
dancers. You never know who may see these
and contact the address given, Reply cards
were printed so that anybody writing in to the
address could be informed of the location and
meeting-times of the nearest club. Overprinted
on these cards was scmething to the effect,
"Present this card at the club and you will be
admitted for one shilling (about 15 cents) off
the usual price."

462 NORTH ROBERTSON BOULEVARD, LOS ANGELES 48, CALIFORNIA
Renewal j__New
Sets in Order 1 year subscription H
Sets in Order Yearbook, No. 4 (Squares & rounds of 1959 S.1.0.)
Sets in Order Yearbook, No. 3 (Squares & rounds of 1958
Sets in Order Yearbook, No. 2 (Squares & rounds of 1957 S.1.0.)
Sets in Order Yearbook, No. 1 (Squares from 1954-56 S.I.O.)
American Round Dance Handbook (Rounds from 1948-56 S.1.0.)
A Collection of Square Dance Breaks and Fillers
Square Dance Condiments (Breaks and Fillers, H)
Square Dancing for Beginners
Square Dancing for Intermediates
American Round Dancing (a text)
Sets in Order 5 Year Book (Squares from 1948-53 5.1.0.)
Sets Binder
Decals:
Brown & Yellow Square Dancer'
*(From 1-15 decals include self-addressed stamped envelope. S.I.O. pays postage on 16 or more)
Recognition Pins (linked squares, silver & black, safety clasp) (postage incl.)__
Diplomas: For Square Dancing only. Minimum order of 10
Bumper Strip (2 for 50c)
Name Tags (Indicate Design A or B) in packages of 100 for

$3.70
2.25 ea.
2.00 ea.
2.00 ea.
2.50 ea.
3.00 ea.
1.00 ea.
1.00 ea.
1.00 ea.
1.00 ea.
1.50 ea.
2.50 ea.
1.95 ea.
.05 ea.

PLUS
POSTAGE
& HANDLING
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
10
.

.10
.10
10
10
.25
.

.

1.10 ea.
.10 ea.

.20

.35 ea.
2.50

.25

TOTAL
NAME

Californians add 4%

BE SURE TO INCLUDE POSTAGE
ON ALL ITEMS EXCEPT

ADDRESS
CITY

sales tax

STATE

SUBSCRIPTIONS & PINS

BECAUSE SO MANY HAVE ASKED!
Here's a complete list of Keeno records

eade evold eft dfaevte

DES MOINES DATA

_

eteute

# 2100 The Lady Loves to Dance
# 2110 Don't Sit Under the Apple Tree
# 2120 Margie (lnst)
Square Dance Party
# 2122 Same as above with calls
# 2130 Mack the Dancer
# 2140 Your Little Sweetheart
Send 4c stomp for instruction sheets
of any or all of these records

KEENO RECORD CO., LEIGH, NEBRASKA

CUSTOM PRESSINGS
ONE STOP SERVICE
From your tape to finished records with
printed labels 'n everything

ALL SPEEDS 7"- 10"- 12"
Our many years experience is your
guide to Service and Quality
For More Information Write

F1DELATONE MFG. COMPANY
formerly

JB

RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT

Co.

1 1 1 7 EAST REDONDO BLVD.
INGLEWOOD

CALIFORNIA

Latest from Des Moines, Iowa, site of the
9th Annual National Square Dance Convention
on June 9-11, is that registrations are far ahead
of schedule, 27 states and the District of Columbia being represented. The five top states in
numbers of registrants are Iowa, Oklahoma,
Illinois, Missouri and Indiana. The oldest registrant so far — George E. (Pop) Singer of Tucson, Ariz. — 92 years young!
Dancers are urged to take advantage of the
pre-registration privilege so that (1) They
won't have to wait in line on opening day;
(2) They may save $1.50 per couple and (3)
They may have the best chance at the housing
they wish.
All who are interested in space for trailers or
camping area may contact Clark Berry, Registration Chairman, 5219 Ovid Ave., Des Moines
10, immediately.
Mike and Ellen Harman, Chairmen of the
Round Dance Program for the Convention,
have secured the Des Moines Consistory for
this purpose. It is situated within 5 blocks of
the Veterans' Auditorium, Convention headquarters where square dancing will be scheduled from 10 A.M. to 11 P.M. each day with
plenty of workshops and panels during the
mornings and afternoons. There'll be 3 separate
floors for square dancing and a separate room
for "Challenge" dancing in the auditorium,
which is. Air-Cooled and has a parking area for
1500 cars at 25c per day.
Children who would like to go on vacation
with their parents are offered a new and different program at Des Moines. There will be
a 3-day camp in a location about 50 miles
away, with trained recreation leaders, at a cost
of $35.00 each for everything.

MICHIGAN'S Wolverine Square-A-Round
August 29 through Sept. 2
Charlevoix, Michigan
THE VACATION CENTER OF MICHIGAN'S WATER WONDERLAND

Earl Johnston

Manning and Nita Smith
Earl and Marion Johnston
Vern and Ruth Smith
Write for brochure: Vern and Ruth Smith

861 Highview — Dearborn, Michigan
Nita & Manning Smith

58

Scott and Marge Colburn — 14350 Rutland, Detroit 27, Michigan

Vern Smith

SETS in ORDER, MARCH, '60

OVER-STOCK
SALE!

YOUR
CHOICE

STILL SOME LEFT
RECORD LABEL:

SALE PRICE:

ALAMAR

• •

BALANCE

• •

DASH

.

.

.

.

.50 each

•

•

.90

•

.70

•

.50

•

•

.75

•

•

.80

•

HOE DOWN
J-BAR-L .

.

•

•

KALOX .

.

•

•

MARL! NDA

.50

SUNNY HILLS • •

•

•

C

'

1.00

Fairly complete selection still available. All sales subject to prior orders and we
cannot guarantee the quantity. 78 or 45 rpm depending on our stock. BONUS of
two records (our choice) with each order of ten or more records!

USE YOUR FAVORITE CATALOG TO MAKE SELECTIONS

ORDER TODAY!!
America's fastest suppliers of Square Dance Records ...

DANCE RECORD CENTER
1159 Broad Street Newark 2, New Jersey
SETS in ORDER, MARCH, '60
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* Sets in Order magazines may
be purchased at these stores

ne044

Let Your Square Dance Clothier Help You
FOR THEM
*WAGON WHEEL WESTERN WEAR
20445 Mack Ave., Grosse Pointe Woods, Mich.

*VERNIE'S DRESS SHOP
1010 Westlake Ave. N, Seattle 9, Wash.
*KAY WILSON
5022 Nokomis Ave., Minneapolis 17, Minn.
*DIXON'S WESTERN WEAR
110 N. Washington St., Falls Church, Virginia

1100111d
DEALERS
in RECORDS & PUBLICATIONS
Catering to SQUARE DANCERS
throughout the U. S. and Canada
*
*
*

ALABAMA .
ARKANSAS • .
CALIFORNIA .

* COLORADO .
* GEORGIA . . .
* ILLINOIS . . •

. CHRISTIE MUSIC CO., 2204 Government Street, Mobile
. RICHARD & BARBARA DICK RECORD SHOP, 1210 N. Tyler, Little Rock
. ARCADIA MUSIC MART, 21 East Huntington Drive, Arcadia
MODERN RADIO, 1475 Haight Street, San Francisco
WILLIAM'S SQUARE BARN, Box 14, San Marcos
GEORGE SALES CO., P. 0. Box 771, Watsonville
AMOS SQUARE DANCE SUPPLIES, 1928 W. Valley Blvd., Alhambra
• S. D. RECORD ROUNDUP, 3875 Wadsworth, Wheat Ridge, Denver
• RECORD CENTER, 2581 Piedmont Road, N.E., Atlanta 5
ANDY'S RECORD CENTER, 3942 West North Avenue, Chicago 47
DELUXE MUSIC SQUARE DANCE SHOP, 3965 N. Milwaukee, Chicago
SQUARE YOUR SETS MAIL ORDER SERVICE, P. 0. Box 262, Moline
EDWARDS RECORD SERVICE, P.O. Box 194, Park Ridge

*

INDIANA . .

. . MAX ENGLE'S SQ. DANCE SHOP, 3701 W. 10th St., Indianapolis
WHIRLAWAY RECORD SHOP, 216 W. Marion St. (Rear), Elkhart

*

IOWA . . .

RAY DE O'RAY SYSTEM, INC., 412-14 West 7th St., Sioux City
ART'S RADIO DOC, 409 Second Avenue, SE, Cedar Rapids

* KANSAS . .
MISSION RECORD SHOP, 5908 Woodson Road, Mission
* KENTUCKY . . . SQUARE DANCE SHOP, 3119 South 4th Street, Louisville 14
* MASSACHUSETTS EDITH MURPHY'S PROMENADE SHOP, 450 Main St., Bridgewater
* MICHIGAN . . . B Bar B WESTERN SUPPLY, 315 Main Street, Rochester
SQUARE DANCE SPECIALTIES, 14600 Grand River, Detroit 27
WAGON WHEEL WESTERN WEAR, 20445 Mack, Grosse Pointe Woods

* MINNESOTA . .

LOUISE MUSIC SHOP, 678 Grand Avenue, Saint Paul 5
"AL" JOHNSON'S RECORDS, 4148 10th Ave., S., Minneapolis 7

* MISSOURI . . . .

WEBSTER RECORD SHOP, 124 W. Lockwood, Webster Groves 19
EARL'S, 105 West Seventh Street, Sedalia, Missouri

•

Let Your Square Dance Clothier Help You
*MIKE MICHELE'S WESTERN STORE
4133 North 7th Street, Phoenix, Arizona
*COUNT'S WESTERN STORE
4903 Wisconsin Avenue, Washington, D. C.
*MAX ENGLE'S SQUARE DANCE & WESTERN SHOP
3701 West 10th St., Indianapolis, Indiana

FOR H1/444
*MAYFAIR RIDING AND SPORTS SHOP
372 N. Rodeo Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif.

LOCAL
DEALERS
in RECORDS & PUBLICATIONS
Catering to SQUARE DANCERS
throughout the U. S. and Canada
. .
* NEBRASKA
* NEW JERSEY . .
* NEW YORK . .
* OHIO

• • •

* OKLAHOMA .
* OREGON . . . .

NEEDLE 'N' GROOVE RECORDS & ACCESSORIES, Box 651, Norfolk
DANCE RECORD CENTER, 1159 Broad Street, Newark
FOLK DANCER RECORD SERVICE, 108 W. 16 St., New York City I 1
F-Bar-H RANCHWEAR, 3196 Bailey Avenue, Buffalo 15
SQUARE DANCE & WESTERN SHOP INC. 408 Storer Ave., Akron 20
F & S WESTERN SHOP, 1557 Western Avenue, Toledo 9
SQUARE DANCE RECORD SERVICE, 107 Maple Lane, Norm an
ART & METHA'S RECORD CHEST, 730 N.W. 21st Avenue, Portland
GATEWAY RECORD SHOP, 10013 N. E. Wasco Ave., Portland 16

*

PENNSYLVANIA

BOB'S TUNE SHOP, 270 South 60th Street, Philadelphia 39
H. ROYER SMITH CO., 10th and Walnut, Philadelphia
RANCHLAND WESTERN & RECORD SHOP, Camp Hill (Harrisburg)

*
*
*
*
*

SOUTH DAKOTA
.
TEXAS . . .
WASHINGTON .
WISCONSIN . .
CANADA .
.

SOKOTA RECORD SERVICE Bruce's Barn, Tilford
HAROLD'S RECORDS, 1405 Brady Street, Irving
AQUA RECORD SHOP, 1010 Westlake Ave. N., Seattle 9
MIDWEST RADIO COMPANY, 3414 W. North Ave., Milwaukee
DANCE CRAFT, 455 West Broadway, Vancouver, B. C.
"THE HITCHIN' POST' 11736 — 95 St., Edmonton, Alberta
CANADIAN MUSIC SALES, 58 Advance Road, Toronto, Canada
GERRY HAWLEY RECORDS, 34 Norman Crescent, Saskatoon, Sask.

SEE THESE DEALERS FOR COMPLETE LINE OF aft
S.I.O.

4010 Long Playing

PAGING BOB PAGE — with calls by Bob Page

S.I.O. X31 12 — NELLIE/WONDER WALTZ — rounds

RECORDS

(Patter Calls) Shuffle the Deck Workshop / DogBone (Grenn 12015 with calls by Ronny Schneider)
Tempo: 127

This is a very good example of workshop
material. These two patter calls feature such
basics as Shuffle the Deck, Square Thru's, Bend
the Lines and Ocean Wave Balances plus "experimental-type" movements such as criss-cross,
quarter-in, cast off 34 'round and others. The
calls are clear and well separated from the
music.
(Hoedowns) Choctaw (Key: Bb, Tempo: 127) /
Rockin' Cindy (Key: G, Tempo: 127), Grenn 12016

Choctaw, which features traditional-type fiddling with a very busy and full background
consisting of banjo, string bass and piano,
sounded rather familiar and we knew why
when we dug back in our files and pulled out
"Choctaw Roundup" on C & L featuring the
Ozark Hoedowners. This oldy, recorded ten or
twelve years ago was a favorite in those days
and a good number of callers should welcome
this new release, Rockin' Cindy on the flip
side makes a rather jivy hoedown but wouldn't
do for the singing call "Git Along Cindy." The
bass and piano are not allowed to come through
on this side quite as much as they were on the
other but the rhythm has a nice flow. If you
want to try your versatility, latch on to this one.
(Singing Call) My Life's Been a Pleasure (Blue Star
1542)/Instrumental flip with calls by Andy Andrus (Tempo: 128)

Certainly a nostalgic tune on this one. We're
not too familiar with the current western swing
numbers but this had a definite reminder of
"Let the Sunshine In" mixed with just a smidgen of "Glory Hallelujah." There's nothing new
or different about the pattern which is just a
comfortable, relaxing dance to a very pleasant
tune. There's a good balance of the music and
a nice piano. No doubt in the world that caller
Andrus is a Texan. His voice comes through
quite well. Call is a little "wordy" but can be
altered to individual styling.
(Prompted Quadrille) The Standard Lancers (Lloyd
Shaw Recordings 161/162 instrumental)

More and more callers and workshop groups
62

will one day discover the world of "fun" and
"challenge" that exists among the contras and
quadrilles. Here is a much-needed addition to
the researchers' record library. This particular
presentation of the Lancers is ideally arranged
for demonstration in that its total running time
has been cut to one 45 rpm recording and yet
all five figures are presented. Fred Bergin does
a masterful job with the music which is called
the Oriental Lancers.

TOP SELLERS
Silver Dollar (J Bar L 4121, 4128 with calls).
Lucky Polka (Sets in Order 3110).
Mack the Knife (Aqua 117 flip).
Mack is Back (Grenn 12014, 12013 with calls).
Bells On My Heart (West. Jubilee 556 flip).

THE NEW RELEASES
BLUE STAR—#1543 I Overlooked an Orchid,
called by Jack Livingston, flip; #1544 Thinking of You, jack Livingston caller.
BOGAN — #1113 Everything's Nice About
You, called by Nathan Hale, flip.
FLIP — #104 Grand Prowl, flip with calls by
Horace Hall; #501 Louisiana Waltz/ Catch
a Falling Star (rounds); # 502 Blue Dancing Shoes/ Buttons and Bows (rounds).
GRENN — #14006 Sweetheart of Sigma Chi/
Who (rounds) ; #14007 Piano Roll Waltz/
Alabama jubilee Mixer (rounds) ; #12019
Apple for the Teacher/ You Must Have Been
a Beautiful Baby, Johnny Davis calling;
#12020 is same instrumental; #12021 Ocean
Wave Workshop/ Red Hot River with calls
by Johnny Davis; #12022 Buckeye Hoedown/ Red Hot River, instrumental.
MacGREGOR — # 8555 When My Baby Smiles
At Me/Loveland Waltz (rounds) ; #8565
8th of January /Home Sweet Home (hoedowns).
OLD TIMER — #8147 Wham Barn, called by
Fred Bailey, flip; #8148 Look On the Good
Side, called by Johnny Schultz, flip.
SETS IN ORDER — #4010 Long Playing —
Paging Bob Page, with calls by Bob Page;
#3112 Nellie/ Wonder Waltz (rounds).
SHAW — #163/164 — Homosassa Hornpipe,
contra called by Don Armstrong, flip; #22145 Sweet Dreams/ #222-45 The Irish Waltz
(rounds).
SWINGING SQUARE — #2309 Don't Say
Aloha When IGo, Eddy Prather calling, flip.
WINDSOR — #4480 Wait For Me, Darlin'/
Pygmy Love, called by Bruce Johnson,
#4180 inst.
SETS in ORDER, MARCH, '60

THERE IS AN
EXCITING
NEW
DIFFERENCE
IN QUALITY
TONE
CONTROL
WITH

CALIFONE
COMMANDER Model 40V-9
A Super Sound System for
SQUARE DANCE CALLERS
You will command attention and win
applause from every dancer with the quality
sound reproduction of the Califone Commander.
The 40 watt amplifier with heavy-duty 25 watt speakers
will project your voice and music with clarity
you never before thought possible.
Separate mixer control for two microphones...separate
tone control on microphone input ...separate tone
control for treble and bass provides the
ultimate in tone control.
No warm-up Strobeselector motor with illuminated
stroboscope for exact setting of 16 2/3 , 33 1/3 , 45 or 78 RPM
and deluxe push button pickup with adjustable needle
pressure are just a few of the outstanding
features incorporated in the Model 40V-9.
Investigate ...the Commander, its optional
attachments and other Califone Models.
You'll discover that Quality is a bargain
...when you purchase Califone sound systems.
Contact your Rheem Califone dealer
or write to Dept. 5-3.

califone

CORPORATION

1020 NORTH LA BREA AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA

SETS in ORnER MARrH, 'An
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"Aw come on now — the floor can't be that slippery

RECENT RELEASES
LEE HELSEL calling
SIO X1116—Baby Won't You Please Come Home
(Singing)/Star Box (Patter)
SIO X1117-1 Get the Blues When It Rains
(Singing)/Byyit (Patter)

INSTRUMENTAL
SIO X2121—Baby Won't You Please Come Home/
I Get the Blues When It Rains

or can it?"

AT YOUR DEALERS EVERYWHERE
ROUND DANCES
SIO X3111—Maybe...an easy, relaxing two-step by
Charlie and Gertrude Tennent. Other side is
Nobody's Sweetheart Now, a peppy, ragtime
style dance by Merl Olds.
SIO X3110—Lucky Polka...Joy Cramlet's simple twostep with a polka feel. Backed by Judy, a
delightful waltz.

